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VOL. 3.

USE

WILL SUPPLY THE

Carter Smith went to El Paso
Monday night to make arrangements to place a large part of
the output of the new Tucumcari
Broom Factory. The El Paso
and Arizona market is now being
supplied from factories at Omaha, Neb., which necessitates
double freight charges and long
hauls, the manufactures being
obliged to buy their corn in the
south, ship it to Omaha, and then
to
the finished-produ- ct
El Paso and the Southwestern
cities. Tucumcari has the great
advantage of home grown broom
corn, and short haul from factory
to consumer, and can consequently supply this large field at a
much lower figure. The Tucumcari broom factory will doubtless do an extensive business.
Tucumcari Sun.

APPROPRIATION
Washington, Jan. 24. The
house today passed the postoffice
appropriation bill carrying about
$257,000,000 with no negative
votes.
The postoffice committee of the
house, the postmaster general
and "others higher up," including by inference, the president of
the United States, came in for a
scoring at the hands of members
of the house in the consideration
of the bill.
The debate reached its height
when Representative Sisson, cf
Mississippi, said with vigor:
"The mail service ail over the
United States is in a h of a fix
to use a strong expression, and
this house should fix the responsibility where it belongs. Some
say it is the committee, some say
it is the department, and some
say it is the president. The department has declined to spend
the money appropriated for additional rural free delivery routes
and 3 going to turn back a surplus of $1, 700, 000 from this service."
As soon as the rural free delivery service paragraph in the bill
v.ai reached, several members
were on their feet offering amendments to increase the'pay of the
rural carriers from $900 a year
all the way to $1,200. Chairman
Weeks of the postoffice committee attempted to limit the debate,
but the house woukl not hear of
it.
Chairman Weeks said unquestionably some of the rural carriers on the harbor routes were
underpaid. Others he thought,
were receiving all they deserved.
"However," added Chairman
Weeks "the committee is now
willing to have the salaries of
the rural carriers increased $100
a year."
The house then passed an
amendment providing that after
July 1, 1911, the carriers should
receive a salary not exceeding
$1,000 a year.

re-sh- ip

SOLDIERS

LEO

INTO TRAP
A special from Marfa, Tex.,
tonight states that twenty-fiv- e
federal soldiers were killed in a
fight with insurrectos at La Aldea
inland from Ojinaga, last Tuesday. News of the engagement
had just reached the border by
messenger. The insurrecto loss
was placed at two killed. It is
asserted that the federals were
led into an ambush by treacherAlous guides and shot dov-n- .
buquerque Journal.

IN A FEW YEARS

The

post-

master reports having handled

over 30,000 packages and having
cashed over 16,000 money orders
for one firm alone, during the
month of December.
The firm above mentioned
started business four years ago
with a few thousand dollars capital, which it invested in advertising; now this business amounts
to hundreds of thousands of dollars yearly. Advertising pays,
keep at it and the result is evident as showing by the success
of the Las Cruces business man.

s.

If

success.

Allen and John Pickel.

A prominent

man who lives
Sumner, is seriously

Apples
Cafe.

.

VALLEY FARMERS ASSOCIATION MEETING

UNITED AND STRONG

'Annual meeting of the Ft. Sumner Valley Farmers Association
will be held Saturday Jan 28th at
1 o'clock p. m., at the green
school house Ft. Sumner.
This is 'the most important
meeting heretofore held; election
of officers and other important
matters to be considered. We also
expect the General manager of
the Messilla Valley Association
to be present to give us pointers
how to manage a successful association etc.

The Republican party comes
out of the fray stronger and
more united than it has been for
many years. It was a joy to see
how the younger leaders rallied
around such veterans as Bursum
in Socoro, Luna in Valencia, Catron in Santa Fe, Spiess in San
Migue 1, Parker in Dona Ana, Jaffa in Chaves, Fall in Otero, Curry
in Lincoln, Springer in Colfax,
and a host of others in other
counties. There was no wrangling, no skulking, all was harmony and enthusiasm. It was
different among the Democrats.
Ten thousand of these voted
against the constitution, 12,000
voted for it; its leadership divided and in a rump convention
held at Santa Fe, adopted resolu
tions that history will forever
hold as an indictment against the
entire party. We believe that
the 12,000 Democrats who voted
for the constitution should join
the Republican ranks and with
the Republicans work for a great
and glorious state. They are
welcome for they have nothing
in common with the 10,000 who
followed false leadership. New

WASHINGTON

E. II. Salazar is having his
property grubbed preparatory to
Miss Myrtle Slane left Satur- building.
day for Clovis.
J. M. Casaus, sheriff of GuadHot and cold baths at the alupe County drove in town from
Santa Rosa Thursday.
Palace Barber Shop.
G. F. Humbert's
household
Jim Blanton ha3 been visiting
Ft. Sumner, for the last ten days. goods have arrived and he is expecting his family in a few days.
For sale 2 room house at a barR. H. Spence, who has been in
gain by W. F. Mclntyre.
Texas for several months has reJohn Taylor of Kansas City turned to stay with his friends
and Ft. Sumner arrived last for awhile.
week.
We have a full and complete
All kinds of fresh Booth's fish line of samples from M. Bon
& Co., Chicago. Come and orat Wright and Hurd's Cafe.
a spring suit, prices are
der
. Don't forget the train going right
and style, quality and
west leaves at 3. 10 p. m. instead measure guaranteed at Earick-son'of 3.55 p. m.
J. O. Welborn has been appointMasons will meet every Thurs
day evening at the A .T .& S. F. ed private secretary to Judge
Lucas Romo. Hon Lucas Romo
Restaurant.
Tom Kiveney who travels for is n o doubt a good judge as he
the American Tobacco Co., was made a good selection in the appointment.
in town last week.
J. O. Welborn and George
For sale one lot near the lake, Mann are now in partership in
12 lots with large trees on them . real estate and insurance busiW.F.Mc Intyre.
ness, both men being bright and
full of ambition they will not
is
joke?
What the
any trouble in making a
you want to know ask John have

LOCALETTS.

Oranges, Lemons, Bananas and near Ft.
at Wright and Hurd's thinking of advertising for a
wife, she must know how to
make flap jacks and boil water
A crowd of young people were
burning it. The gentlegathered at Peeos Valley Hotel without
owns an automobile and two
man
last Saturday evening and amusmules.
ed themselves by playing 500.
J. K. Wisner, has been seen
LAND SCRIPT-Ba- kpr
and Par- - carryings, gun through the "everdue can sell you 1G0 acres of glades" of the Pecos river, some
Land Scrip, cheap.
people thought he was out shoot
alligators, but upon investi
J. R. Darnell, U. S. Commis- ing
gation it was learned that he
sioner and editor of the Elida
only duck hunting.
News, was in town attending to was
R. Schoch, formerly a resiL.
Land Ofñce business this week.
of this place, but now with
dent
Oysters; New York Counts
Fe at Willard, was
Santa
the
and New York selects. At
among his friends
circulating
Wright and Hurd Cufe.
here the first of the week.
The dance given at the A. T.
A meeting of the W. O. W.
& S. F. Restaurant Saturday
was held last Thursday evening,
night wss a complete success and
and the following officers were
the dancers did not depart until
installed: A. J. Gilliam council
a late hour.
commander, J. A. Northington
"Don't go home in the dark" clerk, Simon Katz banker, A. P.
but buy a new "Cold Blast" Anaya advisor hutenant, J. B.
lantern at Lanckson s.
Wilmeth, escort, J. W. Allen
Conger sentry,
M. A. Rooney and little Mike watchman, W. A.
An attempt to substitute officiphysician, Simon
W.
R.
Lovelace
left for Shawnee Oklahoma, Wedal postage stamps for the franks
Dr. Lovenesday.
Mr. Rooney has a large Katz, J. J. Avantand
conby
of
now used
the members
lodge meets
The
managers.
lace
gress and government depart- farm at that place and expects on the 3rd Thursday of each
to dispose of it.
ments, was defeated.
month at Kate's hah.

WHAT ONE FIRM HAS DONE

Las Cruces, N. M.

POSTOFFICE

FOR

SOUTHWEST

MEXICAN

UNANIMOUS

PLEASED

Washington, D. C, Jan. 23.-- The
kindly sentiments manifested at the White House, in
both Houses of Congress and
through all the departments,
the overwhelming
regarding
majority for the constitution,
presages a benefit to new state
of New Mexico to the extent of
millions of dollars. Nothing but
the kindest expressions are heard
everywhere in both political parties. The only anxiety is for the
admission to the sisterhood of
states at the earliest possible
Mexican,
day.
I

Weather Report
Jan.
20
21
22
23
24
25
26

Maximum
70 áeg.
70
60
35
53
52
54

,,
Precipitation

Minimum
46
29
32
30
32
S3
32
.

deg

,,
.12

J. P. Williams of Vaughn, was
in town Sunday, visiting . his
daughter Miss Lillian Williams.
Mr. Williams and son Lannes
left Monday for Texas.
B. B. Palmer will sell at a bargain about 80 assorted fruit trees,
call and see him.
J. D. McCanne and J. R.
Parks both of Denver have been
in Fort Sumner since last week.
Mr. McCanne is looking after
the interest of the Land and Canal Co.

The Ft. Sumner Jewelers have
some beautiful souvenir sugar
shells. One has engraved the
Pecos river, bridge, train, and
irrigation canal, another Jias the

church.
V. E. Metzler, of Crystal View
Colorado was in town this week.

Two Rio Grande
Bridges Will
Be Built

NO

NEW

WILL

BATTLE EXPECTED

29.
IN

SONORA

S

n

OUTSHINE

OTHER

STATES

New Mexico can now rest
since the people have ratified the
Constitution by about 18,000 ma
jority. A new star will be added
to the flag and it will shine even
brighter than any other in the
union. Capital which has been
dormant in the banks of the
east will soon be put into active
use in the development of the
new state.
People from the east, who considered New Mexico as a dead,
sandy desert, will now read of
the possibilities and advantages
that New Mexico has to offer
them. New Mexico, until late
years, was considered by eastern
people, to be a wild and even a
dangerous place in which to live.
Now; when it becomes a state
circumstances will be clearly defined to all those who are ready
to invest in the new state.

SURPRISE

PARTY

A very successful surprise party was given in honor of Earnest
Withers last Saturday evening,
Miss Erma Laws, invited the
crowd of young people, who met
at her home, and then proceeded
to the Withers home. They carried an abundance of good things
to eat, and amused themselves by
playing games both indoors and
out. Those enjoying the evening
were, Misses Erma Laws. Joella
Laws, Gladys Donuhugh, Flor
ence Finley, Willa Johnson, Helen Withers; Messers Vern
Claude Bowlin, Joe
Bowlin, Earnest Withers, John
Withers, Byran Withers.
h,

THE MISSES

ABREU

ENTERTAIN
A number of young people
were invited by the Misses Abreu,
to a party given at the Abreu
home Friday evening January the
20th. A rose contest was a feain
ture of the entertainment
which Mr. Merrell and Mr. Fin-le- y
tried for the royal prize, a box
of Bon Bons, which was won by
Mr. Finley; Mr. John Scharnel
received the booby prize, fortunes were told and many games
played. Delicious refreshments

were served and the ring
in
the cake which created
much amusement was secured by
Florence Finley. Both instruTwo bridges across the Rio mental and vocal music was enGrande in New Mexico, one at joyed, and the wee small hours
the pueblo of San Felipe and all came too quickly.
one at the puebla of Isleta, will
be constructed ata cost of $55, 000,
AT MESA
chiefly by Indian labor, as the SUICIDE
result of an amendment by Delegate Andrews incorporated in
D' It
the Indian appropriation bill
Vaughn, N. M.. Jan. 2- 4which passed the senate today.
An amendment by Senator Pen- Twelve hours before the time set
rose, oh behalf of Andrews, pass- for her marriage to Antonio Tapia
ed the senate relating to the pro- Miss Nora Stuart, aged 20, of
tection of employes and travelers Mesa D'Aragon, committed suiof common carriers, the equip- cide by shooting herself in the
ping of locomotives With safe and breast with a 44 caliber rifle.
suitable boilers and appurten- She fired two shots into her body,
the second piercing her heart
ances.
The Stephens bill to allot the and causing instant death. She
lands on the Mescalero Indian was found dead in the yard of
reservation and providing for her home. Her fiance is pros
their sale and lease, was referred trated. No reason can be assign
to the committe on Indian affairs. ed for the deed, but friends had
A resolution by Mr.- - Stephens noticed that she acted strangely
asks the secretary of the interior of late, and it is thought her
to transmit information on the mind was unbalanced.
mineral lands of the Navajo,
Mescalero, San Juan, Moqui and
See Welborn & Mann for real
McDowell Indian reservations,
estate, insurance and loans.
Albuquerque Journal.

The excitement in Mexico by
the reports that at least 1,000 in
surrectos were rapidly advancing
northward through Sonora has
crossed the border. American
mine owners it is reported here,
called on the Mexican war
today to increase the
federal forces now in this district.
It is feared that the rebels marching northward from Oaxaca will
take the Nacozari railroad, which
is depended upon to transport
ores from the American mines in
Sonora. Shipments from these
mines amount to about $500,000
a month.
The working of these mines is
already hampered by the wholesale desertions of workmen who
are Ieavh'g in'large numbers and
invariably take with them the
mules and burros used to carry
the mine products to the railroad.
United States Cavalrymen arrested Salazar Cantilles here today while he was engaged in
smuggling arms and ammunition
across the border. Cantilles was
taken before Judge Reyes of the
municipal court here who fined
him $100 and sentenced him to
serve ten days in jail. After
completing this term the Mexican
will be arrested by the federal
authorities on a charge of violating the neutrality law3 in responce
iothiurrint ap?3a's of Laborío
Vasquez, commissario of Agua
Prieta. Forty citizen soldiers arrived from Fronteras to protect
the Mexican custom house just
across the border from this city.
With a force of fifty federals
and 200. citizen volunteers, Majrar
Chaipas of Moctezuma is on his
way southward to engage the
rebel band which captured the
town of Sahuaripa some days
ago. Chiapas and his little army
arrived safely at Lamposas and
according to advices received
here, he sent out scouts to uncover possible traps and learn the
strength of the enemy before he
hazards a battle. Albuquerque
Journal.

GLOBE MAY NOW BE
CIRCLED IN 37 DAYS
The development cf the Japanese port of Tsurugua has made
it possible to go around the world
in thirty seven days, according
to officers of the steamship
now here. Leaving
Seattle or Vancouver by steamer, a traveler may land in Yokohama in twelve days. By taking
train to Tsurugua and steamer
to the Trans Siberian railroad
terminus and continuing by the
fastest train to London he may
cover the distance from Yokoha
ma in sixteen days. By the fastest steamers and trains he may
travel from London to Seattle in
a little more than nine days.
Tsurugua is said to be becoming a port of vast importance,
and the Trans Siberian railroad
is handling an enormous volume
of traffic Albuquerque Journal.
re,

BOSTON WOOL MARKET
Manufacturers are maintaining
a lively interest in the local wool
market. The tone is strong and
the demand especially for high
grade fleeces excellent. Some
toxl territory transfers are re- ported with original Idaho and
Utah selling at 17 to 18 cents,
while Montana brings 21 to 23
cents. Some fall Texas has recently sold at 48 to 50. Washed
delaine brings 34 to 35. Pulled
wool is dull but there is a fair demand in foreign products.
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LOSE PROPERTY

DRAW FT. LEWIS AS GIFT
TO STATE.

SHAFROTH NOW ACTIVE
ADVISES OFFICIALS

HE HAS

CEPTED GRANT FROM

AC-

GOV-

ERNMENT.
Washington. Tbe Senate Indian affairs committee adopted the amendment to the Indian appropriation bill
suggested by the secretary of the interior, repealing that part of the Indian appropriation act which was approved in April, 1910, granting the
Fort Lewis school lands and property
to the state of Colorado.
Chairman Clapp of the Indian committee opposed the amendment but It
was stoutly championed by Senator La
Follette and was adopted.
The Indian bill, of which the amendment now forms a part, will come up
for consideration In the Senate this
week.
Senator Guggenheim received a telegram from Governor Shafroth advising
that he had accepted the grant for the
state of Colorado and had mailed his
acceptance to the secretary of the interior; also that the State Senate had
passed a bill providing funds to continue the Fort Lewis school at the
state's expense and that prompt actioi.
would be taken to enact the law for
this purpose.
allowed nine
Governor Shafroth
months to pass without even the
shadow of an act on his part to convince the government that the stata
would welcome this gift. He could
have accepted the government's ten
der of the institution immediately after the approval of the act of congress
of April, 1910, by which the secretary
of the interior was directed to deed
the Fort Lewis Indian school and reservation to the State of Colorado, conditional upod the governor's acceptance and its support by the people
and he could have requested legislative
action from the extra session.
BRIBERS ARE IN TROUBLE.
Situation

Equal to Adams
Ohio, Existing.

County,

Danville, 111. Vote traffickers in
Vermillion county, Illinois, home of
Speaker Cannon, are facing a situation perhaps duplicating
the conditions in Adams county, Ohio. Court
officials have made it known that
every opportunity will be given for
an acknowledgment
of the misdemeanor and for a general cleaning up.
Whether such a sequence will come
upon whether
otpends
witnesses
called before the grand jury this
week see fit to tell what they know.
It is asserted that one town officer
v ho used strenuous methods to secure
bis election will be questioned particularly why he spent $18,000 to assure
success, when the office pays only
$1,500 a year for two years,
and
where and how he spent that sum.
Peary Came Near Pole.
Washington.
That Capt. Roht. E.
Peary came within 1.6 miles of
the North Pole near enough to estab-listhis claim of having been at the
exact spot is the decision of the
house committee
on naval affairs,
which has been considering the bill
to rettire Capt. Peary with the rank
cf rear admiral.
Extra Session Not Probable.
Washington.
When Republican
leaders in Congress were asked If
there is likely to be an extra session
lecause of the congested condition of
the calendars in both branches, they
invariably answered in the negative.
They Insisted that the present short
session is not jammed more than was
the short session two years ago, so
lar as appropriation bills are concerned.

CONSTITUTION

e

line from Las Vegas.
The contractor has finished tbe job
Df putting the roof on Roswell's
new
50,000 high school building.
Six months or a year from now may
witness the location of a colony of
Boer farmers at Los Alamos.
The recent discovery of a very fine
quality of paraffin oil near Tucumcari
has created a furor of excitement.
Former Assistant Territorial Audi
tor Morton C. Miller died in Santa Fe
at the age of forty-two- .
He was a native of Indiana.
Eight thousand dollars' worth of
baled hay, the property of the C. C.
Slaughter Cattle Company, was destroyed by fire near Roswell.
The Russell Mercantile
Company
Filed incorporation papers in Santa Fe. I
The capitalization is $25,000 and the
headquarters Knowles, Eddy county.
(Copyright,
The safe of the Hanover Mercantile
Company of Hanover was blown open
recently with dynamite, and money
and jewelry to the amount of about

VOTERS OF NEW MEXICO
DORSE STATEHOOD BY
18,000 VOTES.

DAY

taken.
Territorial Secretary Jaffa's report
on the statehood account for the quarter ending December 31, 1910, show
that $2,978.99 have been expended of

the $100,000 appropriation.
In New Mexico an Increase In val
ue of gold production of pearly $145,- ÍI00 is indicated by early returns.
The
gold mining Industry of this state was
generally prosperous In 1910.
Twelve thousand entries were fHed
in 1910 in the six federal land offices
of New Mexico, covering more than
acres, but still leaving 3G,000,-00acres of the public domain.
A change of time in the running ot
trains over the Santa Fe railway between Carlsbad and Pecos has been
announced. The train will go south In
the morning and return at night.
An enthusiastic meeting of citizens
of Lake Arthur was held recently for
the purpose of approving
the plans
and arranging the final details for the
erection of a $10,000 canning factory.
R. E. Wilson, empire builder anil
promoter general for the Santa Fe
railway, is in Albuquerque and will assist in starting the campaign for fruit
raising in this section
ot the Rio
Srande valley.
Within a few hours of each other,
Edward Krumpegal, aged eighty-three- ,
a war veteran and father-in-laof Six
to Garcia, and Jose de la Cruz Garcia
aged eighty-five- ,
father of Sixto Garcia, died In Santa Fe.
Word was received in Des Moines
recently that Mrs. C. A. Miller who
lived on a homestead fourteen miles
west of there, had been found dead,
probably from heart failure or expos
ure to the snow storm.
What is said to be the largest drill
ever received in that section arrived
in Silver City recently.
It will be
used in developing their water sup
ply. The drill has a capacity of 2,500
feet with almost any size bore.
San Juan county is seeing the beginning of remarkable development.
It Is stated on good authority that
both tbe Southern Pacific and El Pasu
Southwestern railways will commence
sonstruction toward Farmlngton next
spring. Contracts have been let for
many new Irrigation projects, including the Illinois ditch system, which
will reclaim 14,000 acres.
An inquisitive cat last night caused
a $10,000 fire at Chlllli, a settlement
In the
fifty
Manzano mountains,
miles south of Santa Fe. While the
family of B. Salas was absent at a
dance, the family cat overturned a
lamp which had been left burning and
set lire to the house. Salas' store adjoining, with is stock of merchandise,
was also destroyed.
Declaring that the taxes levied for
the year 1909, and collected In 1910.
have been far above the average and
praising
the district attorneys of
N'ew Mexico for their activity in carrying out the recommeindations made-las-t
January, the memberB of the territorial board of equalization made
report
showing the collections ot
i
taxes will amount almost to ninety
per cent this year.

Directors of the Elephant Butte Water Users' Association held a special
meeting at the office of the secretary,
N. C. Frenger at Las Cruces, the put
pose of the meeting being to discus,

tbe question of the adjudication of water rights under the government dam.
It was decided that as soon as th"
plan can be perfected
American Endurance Record.
frieldly suits
San
Francisco's will be brought in order to settle the
San Francisco.
aviation meet produced a new Ameri- questions satisfactorily to the governcan endurance record when Phillip O. ment.
k
Parmalee, piloting a Wright biplane,
The
old Infant of S. T. Hop
was successful!--operateremained aloft for three hours and kins of Tucumcari
one-fifth
e
upon for appendicitis, rallied
thirty-ninminutes and 49 and
rec-crd
from
and will recover
the
anaesthetic
previous
seconds. The best
was three hours, eleven minutes This Is the youngest patient ever
known to submit to such an operation
p.nd fifty-fiv- e
seconds.
and It Is believed to be a record.
Mourmelon, France. Henry Wey-man- n
The authority of the secretary of
made a brilliant flight with Agriculture to prevent the grazing of
three passengers. He flew across live stock on the National forests
and return, 37 without a permit
country to Rheims
has been sustained
miles.
In New Mexico by action of the Fed
Through misunder- eral Courts in three cases in which
Washington.
standing of orders or by reckless dis- the defendants had caused or permitregard of the necessary rules of opera- ted stock to trespass upon the Alamo
tion, foreign born workmen, without forest In defiance of the regulations.
CImmarron now has a Uve, flourishactual experience In mining, often imperil the lives of trained and exper- ing, aggressive commercial club which
ienced workers, according to a bulle- is In the game for a bigger, better
tin made public by the bureau of town and tbe development of the resources of that part of Colfax county.
labor.

QUIETLY

PRECINCTS CAST ENTIRE
VOTE IN FAVOR OF CONSTITUTION.

MANY

Santa Fe. While a driving snowstorm in many portions of New Mex
ico prevented the entire vote of New
Mexico on the adoption of the consti
tution recently formulated at Santa Fe
I
to be known at present, it was certain
within an hour after the polls closed
January 21st that the constitution,
which had been bitterly fought be
8PORT.
cause it was "too conservative," and
Young Brown of Hibbing, won from did not contain a
prohibition

Miiiiliiiiw
till.)

state-wid-

Chuck Larsen of Chicago, In tbe sixteenth round in Duluth, Minn.
Frankie White of Chicago knocked
out "Kid" Ross of New York in the
fourteenth round of a scheduled
battle in Cheyenne, Wyo.
FROM TELEGRAPHIC REPORTS
Frank Gotch is going to get back
THAT COVER THE WEEK'S
into the wrestling game. He agreed
EVENTS.
to meet Henry Ordemann in a finish
match at Convention hall in Kansas
City on the night of Feb. 8.
Jack Lester, the promising heavyOF
weight, managed by Tommy Burns,
knocked out Pete Muldoon of Seattle
in the fourth of a scheduled
KEEPING THE READER POSTED bout before the largest crowd that
ever saw a contest in Tacoma.
ON MOST IMPORTANT
United States owned horses capCURRENT TOPICS.
tured first and second honors in the
Prix de Cannes, a steeple-chas- e
event
of $500, distance two miles and one
WESTERN
furlong, which was run in Nice,
A. E. Sweet of Chicago has been France.
Frank J. Gould's Aramon
made general manager of the Rock won and Mr. Pflzer's Perloinire finished second.
Island, with headquarters in Topeka.
The woman suffrage amendment to
FOREIGN.
the Kansas constitution is now before
both Houses of the Legislature in To
The Paris chamber of deputies was
peka.
recently thrown into a panic by an atAs a result of an explosion In the tempt on the life of Premier Briand.
Keating mine at Radersburg,
forty
D. Kotoku, his wife and twenty- miles from Helena Mont, six miners
four fellow anarchists, were sentenced
are dead.
to death for having conspired against
Every man belonging to any of the
the Ufe ot the emperor and other memtwenty-twunions affiliated with the bers of the imperial household
of
state building trades council will be Japan.
called out on general strike in Los
Advices from Fudziadian, the Chi
Angeles before the first of May.
nese suburb of Harbin, state that the
Mrs. Nellie Allen, 21 years old,
there from bubonic plague av
daughter of John B. Boyer, a wealthy deaths
erage 150 daily.
Is
The epidemic
planter, shot and killed her father at spreading
to Mukden, Klrin and places
Gravette, Ark., after an exchange of
in northern China having commercial
several shots with him. She was mar
intercourse with Russia.
ried only a few weeks ago.
J. E. Williams, representative from
GENERAL.
Logan county, Kansas, introduced in
The senatorial deadlocks in Iowa,
the House a bill requiring that all
brides and grooms must have health Montana and Tennessee continue with
certificates from physicians before no hope of being broken.
they can obtain a marriage license.
Officers of Canadian
and Ameri
East St. Louis, 111., is about to pass can express companies in conference
an ordinance fixing tbe age limit of in New York announced a reduction
eggs; In other words, preventing the In through rates.
sale of eggs after they have been laid
Motions to quash the Indictments
for some time. The blow is intended r.gainst them
have been
in the
at the cold storage houses and those Federal District Court in made
Chicago, by
people who would corner the egg mar
several meat packers.
ket.
One person is believed to have met
Flying a Curtiss racing biplane,
death under falling walls and a finanEugene
B. Ely, at San
Francisco, cial loss of $300,000 was
caused in a
made a successful landing on the cruis
in Clarksburg, W. Va.
er Pennsylvania, and an hour later fire
Andrew Carnegie has given another
rose from the deck and flew back to
Selfrldge field, twelve
miles away, $10,000,000 to the Carnegie Institute
Washington, D. C.
n
This makes
without
The feat was accomplished
$25,000,000 given to this cause.
mishap.
There are rumors in the financial
district in New York that Charles D.
WASHINGTON.
Norton might be considered as a posSenator Guggenheim is making ef sible successor to President Paul Mor
forts to secure the passage of the. bill on of the Equitable Life Assurance
introduced by the late Senator Hughes Society.
to grant lands to the cities of Colorado
In a review and digest of the copper
Springs, Manitou and Cascade for con situation, given out,
Daniel Guggen
serving the water supply for these heim, president
of the American
places.
Smelting & Refining Company, de
Representative Champ Clark of Mis- clared the production of the metal in
souri, Democratic leader of the House the United States in the year just
and receptive candidate for the Demo- ended was close to 448,132,000 pounds.
cratic nomination for the presidency, an Increase of 3 per cent in a year.
was nominated by acclamation
for
declared that this year
world's
bpeaker of the House in the Sixty-fecon- stock of copper is likely the
to show a
Congress.
decrease of 92,000,000 pounds, while
Eight men met Instantaneous death present stocks on hand are not exces
and one was so horribly burned that sive.
he probably will die as the result of a
Figures obtained from the British
boiler explosion aboard the battleship Delaware, the cause of which was naval authorities recently show that
unexplained.
The Delaware
was en 1911 will break all records for battle
route to Hampton Roads from Havana. ship launchings and naval activities.
Through delay in accepting the of- These figures show that every nine
fer of the government to cede to the days, from February to December 31st,
state all lands and buildings of the a new dreadnaught will take the waFort Lewis Indian school, Colorado ter In some part of the globe. In oth
is likely to lose the opportunity of ob- er words, thirty-sidreadnaughts will
taining the gift, which is now esti- be launched this yeari or only two
to
mated
be worth nearly two and a lesa than the total number afloat. In
half million dollars.
Repeal ot tbe addition, Innumerable cruisers, torpeact granting it is threatened and is do boats, destroyers, submarines, etc..
recommended by Secretary Ballinger. will be launched by all tbe big pow
Congressman Taylor has wired Gover ers. Great Britain alone will send
nor Shafroth asking him to accept the sixty-on- e
of these war craft Into the
tender at once.
water.

EPITOMIZED

MOST INTEREST

Senator

PASSES

EN-

I want every chronic rheumatic to throw
all medicines, all liniments, all
plasters, nnd clve Alt'NYON'S HHUÜMA-T1BREMEDY a trial. No matter what
your doctor may say, no matter what
jour friends may say, no matter hoir
prejudiced yon may be against all advertised remedies, go nt once to your druggist and get a bottle of the KHEDM.i-TIS.I
REMEDY. It it falls to give
will refund your money. Munyon
Remember this remedy contains no salicylic acid, no opium cocaine, morphine or
other harmful draco. It la put up under
the guarantee of the Pure Food and Drug
Price, 2Sc.'
Tor sale by all dnigglsta.
away

LATEST NEWS

$1,000

RHEUMATISM

IS RATIFIED

Albuquerquo

of

members.
consist of seventy-onThe Santa Fe surveyors broke camp
U Fort Sumner after completing their

COLORADO MAY

RESOLUTION ADOPTED TO WITH

Boy Scouts

VICTIMS

THE

Minor Occurances of More Than Ordinary Interest.

Nelson W. Aldrich's
plan fqr the revision of the
"national banking legislation," as he
calls it, has been made public. What
he proposes Is the establishment of
the Reserve Association
of America,
representing what might be called a
federation of local associations formed
by national banks.
Final assault on the constitutionality
of the corporation tax of the Payne- Aldnch tariff act of 1909 has begun
in the Supreme Court of the United
States.

Easy.
"Does It cost much to clothe
family?" asked the economical man.
replied
'Not mine,"
Mr. Sirlui
Barker. "My only daughter Is a bar
foot dancer and my only son Is a map
athon runner."

e

clause, had been approved by 18,000
majority.
The vote came out early in the
cities, and by noon the opponents of
the constitution conceded that they
were overwhelmingly
defeated. Pre
cinct after precinct in Santa Fe, San
Miguel, Mora, Colfax and other coun
ties reported that the entire vote cast
was for the constitution, not a single
vote against it.
In the city of Santa Fe on'y one
vote of every eighteen was against
At Las Vegas it
the constitution.
was one vote of every six; at old Albuquerque it was one vote of every
ten, and in the city of Albuquerque
one vote in every four. Colfax coun
ty gives 1,800 majority; San Miguel
county, 2,000 majority; Santa Fe coun
ty, 1,500 majority for the constitution.
The only unfavorable reports came
from Rio Arriba and San Juan coun
ties, several of the Spanish-speakin- g
precincts of Rio Arriba county going
against the constitution.
Despite the Inclement weather the
vote was large. At Las Vegas, Gov
ernor Mills was one of the first at the
polls and worked all day for the consti
tution, as did Territorial Secretary Nathan Jaffa at Roswell.
In Santa Fe the first three ballots
cast for the constitution were by
Archbishop J. B. Pitaval, Vicar Gen
eral Antonio Fourchegu and Chaplain
Jules Deraches, all of the Catholic
church.
No disorder was reported from any
point. Flags were flying from business
houses and public buildings. Gov.
Mills had declared the day a legal hol
iday, and it was generally observed.
Big ratification meetings are being
held at different points.
Mr. Andrews has made a thorough
canvass of the national law makers In
Washington
and finds senators and
congressmen
alike ready to put the
final touches on statehood
for New
Mexico at this session, as soon as the
people ratify the constitution.
"The whole sentiment In Washington and the East has changed," ssys
the delegate, "and there is absolutely
no obstacle in the way of statehood."

IT IS A MI3TAKE
Many have the idea that anything
will sell If advertised strong enough.
True, a
This Is a great mistake.
few sales might be made by advertising an absolutely worthless article
but it Is only the article that 1b
bought again and again that pays.
An example of the big success of a
worthy article is the enormous sale
that has grown up for Cascarete
Candy Cathartic. This wonderful record Is the result of great merit successfully made known through per
sistent advertising and the mouth-to-moutgiven Casrecommendation
carete by its friends and users.
successes,
Like all great
trade pi
rates prey on the unsuspecting pub
lic, by marketing fake tablets similar
in appearance to Cascareis. Care
should always be exercised In pur
chasing well advertised goods, especially an article that has a national
sale like Cascarets. Do not allow a
substitute to be palmed off on you.
WHAT'S

IN A NAME?

He Your family has a grand name.
Miss Veré De Vere!
She Yes, and yet I'd prefer almost
any other.
A Scarecrow.
Miss Brush I suppose you don't
mind my being in your field, Mr.
GobelT"
Farmer Gobel (heartily) The long- r you stay, the better, miss. Fact Is,
the birds 'ave been very troublesome
this season. London Tattler.

To Pay Dolores P. Bennett.
Washington.
Delegate W. H. An
drews introduced a bill that the secretary of the treasury be directed to
pay to Dolores P. Bennett, of El Paso,
Texas, the sum of $1,200 In full comMany Feel 8o.
pensation for the loss of property
I'm so sorry about it, but my hus
sustained by her late husband Joseph
F. Bennett at the hands of the Warm band actually hates music."
"How strange!"
Spring Indians on or about the month
"Isn't It. His prejudice Is so strong:
of November, 1876 and the court of
that he has to jump up and leave the
claims is given jurisdiction to Investigate and try said case under the pro- heater whenever the orchestra Is play
visions of the Tucker act and irrespec- ing an entr'-acte.- "
tive of the Indian depredation act of
Army of Telegraphers.
March 3rd, 1891.
The telegraph companies
ot this
lountry employ about 20,000 persons.
New Modern Schools.
rhis does not Include the railroad
Albuquerque.
The fact that a total lervice.
of approximately
$300,000
Is bein
Hiding a tallow dip under a bushel
spent this year In New Mexico for loes
not make It an arc light.
fine modern school buildings was on?
Interesting fact gleaned from an interview with Territorial Superintendent
of Public Instruction James E. Clark
of Santa Fe. Other interesting state
ments by Mr. Clark were that there
will be no radical changes In the text
books this year; that 1,400 out of
teachers attended the county InNever mind you can have
stitutes during the past year and that
under the splendid school provisions
good breakfast if there's a
a
of the new constitution $100,000 will
package of
become Immediately available for the
schools, or $1 per capita for the 100,-00- 0
school pupils of New Mexico.

Without
a Cook?

Year's Business Failures.
Albuquerque.
There were only fifteen business failures in New Mexico
in 1910, with total assets oí $113,062
Involved, and liabilities of $135,028.
This was one less failure than in the
preceding year. There was not a sin
gle bank failure.

The city council of Havana has
voted a purse of $3,000 to J. A. D. Mc- Paraffin Oil Found.
Curdy, the American aviator, in case
Albuquerque.
A sensational strike
makes a successful flight In a
eavier-than-ai- r
machine
from Key of high grade paraffin oil is reported
from Tucumcari, N. M., and three comWest to Havana.
After formulating the plant that it is panies have been organized to develop
the supply, Several wells have encoun
Lelieved will lead to the unification
of the Methodist Episcopal, the Metho tered oil at three different depths and
dist Episcopal South and the Metho the richness of the field is to be thordist Episcopal Protestant churches, oughly tested by a 2,000-fowell, for
composed of three which machinery is now being Inthe
memberB from each, adjourned at
stalled. Experts who have examined
the oil say it la of the finest quality.

Post
Toasties

in the house.

This delicious food, ready
to serve without cooking, is
always welcome and makes

Breakfast
a Delight
"The Memory Lingers"
POBTUM

CEREAL CO., LTD.,

Battle Creek, Mich.

wmumi&it,

m

million dollars.
In fact, there is
many a poor duffer working in
coal mines or at other dangerPUBLISHED BY
ous employments for a few dolTHE REVIEW PUBLISHING CO
lars a day and taking a greater
risk than the aviator who makes
M. P. Manzanares,
Managing Editor
an ascension before a cheering
crowd. Aviation prizes distriEntered at the Post Office at Fort buted during the year amounted
Sumner, New Mexico, for transmission to
$940,000, according to figures
through the United States Mails as compiled in France. The list ofJ
second class matter.
airmen who, in 1910, won $20, 000
or more, includes Paulhan, $70,-00Subscription $ 1.00 per year
Latham, $60,000; Morane,

The

Fort Sumner Review

0;

Advertisers are guaranteed the largest $60,000; Grahame-Whit$50,000;
circulation of any paper in the county. Le Blanc, $30,000; Cattaneo, $30.-00Chavez, $30,000; Captain
Phone No. 18
Dickson, $25,000, andWymmalen
$20,000.
SATURDAY,
JANUARY 28
e,

0;

tempt, which fortunately was
scotched.
It should favor a secret ballot,
not too complicated for the un
educated, but secret neverthe
less.
It should favor a registration
law that will clean the registration lists of the names of persons
who are dead, who have remov
ed and will prevent the registration of the same man in half a
dozen precincts.
It should favor direct
and should extend direct legislation within constitutional lim
itations. It should favor all such
laws which will secure a direct
expression of the wish of the majority of the voters, and will put
these wishes into effect
It should favor home rule for
all municipalities. Should favor
laws that will permit cities' to
adopt the commission form or
any other form of government.
It should favor a new jury law
that will prevent juries being
picked with political favorites or
with professional jury servers.
Not that these things are being
done but that they are possible.
It should favor legislation that
will secure an accurate and frequent audit of the public accounts,
of the books of all officials who
in any way handle public moneys.
It should favor a new code of
probate law, and a graded inheritance tax.
It should favor the widest publicity of the proceedings of all
official bodies and boards, and
strict accountability of district
attorneys and law officers for the
enforcement of the law.
These things will furnish a platform on which the republican
party should stand squarely,
should make a record It will
thus not only win votes but confidence and retain power as bng
as it stands for all that is clean,
that is moral, that is just and
that assures the rule of the people as agamst any other agency,
combination or power. New

The friend who takes your part
"I thoroughly believe in dry
at times forgets to return it.
farming for this part of New
Mexico," writes C. J. Burton, of
Some people have such taking Solano, N. M. He reports that
ways that they leave little to be precipitation of 1909 below the
desired.
normal, with no spring rains,
but plenty of moisture left in the
If some people made it a rule ground by melting snows. His
to pay as they go they wouldn't soil is a chocolate loam, and he
go very far.
plows six inches deep, following
the plow with a harrow every
On the theory that it's never half a day. The first spring rain
too late to mend, some of us cod- was on June 14, and the crops of
dle our bad habits indefinitly.
fall wheat had been showing the
effect of the i drouth since the
Mr. Tom Lawson is accused of last of May. About two inches
not telling all he knows. That is of rain fell during the growing
an amazing charge, when one season, making the crops fair to
considers all that Mr. Lawson good. He had 10 acres in corn,
has told.
five in kafir corn, five in cane,
and 15 in wheat Dry Farming
China is going to adopt Eng- Bulletin.
lish in her public schools. This,
at any rate, will help us to underDiary For Our
A
stand the laundry tickets of the
Readers.
future.
We take pleasure in announcThe patrons of a New York ing that our readers can secure a
diary for 1911 by
theater who were bitten by a pretty
stamps to D.
wolf which escaped from its cage sending 4 one-ceon the stage got their money's Swift & Co., Patent Lawers,
Washington, D. C. This diary
worth of realism, let us hope.
is worth 25 cents; contains a note
The Michigan man who has se- space and date for each day in
cured a suit of scarlet clothes in the year, 1910 census of the States
which to go hunting will probably and 300 of the largest cities, a
be shot for a red deer. Any old synopsis of valuable everyday inMexican.
excuse with the fool with a gun. formation, business form, business laws, patent laws, postage
The discovery has been made rates, and the amount of corn, Artículos
en Español.
that Pellagra is not a corn dis- wheat, oats, tobacco and cotton
caland
in
a
State
each
produced
keep
investigators
ease. If the
on they will probably discover endar for 1911 and 1912.
Tenemos buen papel para
that there is no such thing as
encabezados de cartas para toda
pellagra.
clase de negocio, notas promisorias y varias otras clases de
Farmers who have occasion to
notas.
draw up contracts, agreements,
notes, checks, etc., should rePrecio de subscripción, al ano
member the safest plan is to em$1.00
ploy pen and ink for this work-ne- ver
l.
The law
use a
Hacemos trabajo especial en
will recognize the
obras de boletas para casamienbut the writing may be erased
too easily, and the amount or
tos, encabezados de cartas y
terms may be changed. If pen
circulares de toda clase.
and ink are not at hand when
drawing up such papers, use an
PORTALES
indelible pencil.
in the line of
96-Pa-

96-pa-

nt

-- CALL-

sembrar.

lead-penc-

il,

Shop

for anything
to make you
"Look Good"

Nebraska has followed the example of Iowa and sent an editor
to United States Senate. Editors
in political life are beginning to
crowd the lawyers and millionaires for political honors. This
is a healthy sign. However, as
far as we know, there is no editor in this commonwealth standing before a looking glass to see
how a toga would fit him, but
there is a raft of lawyers that is
already practicing on speeeches
to be delivered before a gaping
and admiring Senate. New
Little drops of water poured into the milk, gives the milkman's
daughter lovely gowns of silk.
Little grains of sugar mingled
with the sand makes the grocer's
assets swell to beat the band.
Little bowls of custard, humble
though they seem, help enrich the
fellow selling pure ice cream.
Little rocks and boulders, little
chunks of slate, make the coalman's fortune something very
great Little ads, well written,
printed nice and neat, give the
joyful merchants a place on Easy
street Western Publisher.
There is many a man willing
to take the risk of breaking his
neck for prizes that aggregate a

Clothes and

Barber Work

PLANTARA

MOCHOS

ACRES

EN

WE CARRY EVERYRHING
THE FARMER . NEEDS. J

Esto paso el dia
insurrectos.
veinte uno en La Aldea, cerca
de Ojinaga.
El Doctor Bumgartner estuvo

Merchandise

General

aqui la semana pasada y conforme el se expreso párese que todo

i
tcancKson

camina muy bien encuanto a la
acequia y el "Fort Sumner
El juez Lucas Romo, del
de Luna, ha sido instruido
por la oficina de terrenos de que
arregle los negocios del "Dipo
Addition" para que cada per
sona riciba titulo perfecto de su

PHONE

to

&

t

Todo el territorio celebra la
ganansia y mayoría de votos que
se dieron a favor de la constitución; esto nos ensena que el pueblo de Nuevo Mexico esta bastante avansado para ver lo que
es bueno y frutoso para todos
los residentes de este gran

10
New Mexico.

Fort Sumner,

Fort Sumner Drug Co.
DEALERS IN

Drugs and Medicines.
Perfumery
all popular
and Fancy Articles, Combs, Brushes,
Prescriptions Carefully Compounded

Phone No.

El presidente Taft comiensa la
campana de fortificar el Canal
de Panama. En su ultimo discurso, en un banquete en la ciudad de Nuevo York, el presidente
dijo que el tenia grandes esperanzas de que el congreso tenga
una apropiasion de 5 millones de
pesos para este fin; el dice que
el canal necjsita esto inmediatamente y que se deyia de dar.

n n

$

Incorporated

propiedad.

odors.

Toilet

Etc

Day or Night

1

Located at corner of First and Main Streets
Opposite Kemp Lumber Co.

Your Opportunity

Irrigated Land
Under the canal at

HISTORICO.

a bargain

Town lots in different parts of town

Hora, las diez: tiemdo rudo,

Call on or write

en la esquina luz incierta,
y en el quicio de una puerta

A. B. HARRIS

un hombre casi desnudo.
En blancos copas la nieve
del cielo se desgajaba:
hacia el pobre se acercaba
un hombre con paso breve.

Irrigated Lands in the Famous Pecos Valley

Tendió el mendigo su mano,
una limosna pidió
y el otro conteBto:
que Dios le remedie, hermano!
Siguió su marcha tranquila:
doblo el mendigo la frente
y una lagrima candente
resbalo por su pupila!
Y con acento qne aterra
murmuro de pena loco
A Dios le importa muy poco
de cuanto pasa en la tierra!

at the
City Barber

lead-penci-

SPRING IS COMING, AND

Vemos en el papel del Paso,
que veinte y cinco soldados federales fueron asesinados por los

WL4

OVER

68

YEARS

EXPERIENCE

160 Acres, 8 miles south of Fort! and shade trees; 1 2 miles from East
Sumner, 4 miles from La Lande; all Las Vegas New Mexico.
grubbed and ready to plant,
180 Acres fine land, one mile from
miles from Las Vegas.
60 Acres, in Alfalfa, 3
Fort Sumuer, 10 acres in hog pasture.
40 Acres, 2 mile from Las Vegas,
13 Acres, adjoining townsite of Fort this is a fine piece, suitable for platting
into city lots, or for suburban home.
Sumner, all plowed, small house; can be
platted and sold as town lots, or will Las Vegas is recomended by leading
make an ideal location for home and physicians, to have the finest climate
in the United States. Altitude 6700.
orchard, less than a mile from business
About 60 acres, 6 miles north of
part of town.
Las Cruces New Mexico in the Rio
40 Acres, 4 miles south of town, all Grande Valley, under ditch, and under
plowed, laterals and cross ditches all the Elephant Bntte irrigation project
now being constracted by the governmade.

ment

I

i--

T

nlll ULRJf
Trade Marks
Designs
Copyrights Ac.

AtiTone lending a nketch and description may
whet Her an
quickly ascertain our opinion free Communlca-Uoimii
Invention im probably patentable.
rlelly couüdentlat. HANDBOOK on Patents
for securing patents.
ent free. Oldest alienor
Patenta taken through Munn ft Co. receive
tpecial notice, without Chame, In tba

lots in the Mc
Fort Snmner.
81

Gee addition

to

The above tracts are all bargains,
no com misión to pay, as you buy
I also offer for sale or trade 80 direct from the owners. Have other
Acres; 16 in bearing orchard, large 8 small tracts in different parts of the
room house, out buildings, all city con- Territory.
veniences; citv water, beautiful lawn
F. A. Manzanares.

Scientific American.
A handiomelr Hluitrated weekly. J.nnrwt cirjournal. Terms, 13 ft
culation of any olenttüc
year: íoojf puntos, L. Sold by all newsdealers.

REMOLACHAS

Portales tiene asegurada una
para hacer asucar
manufactura
Prop
IN A WEEK
50 mil acres han sido subscritos 1500 DEATHS
para asegurar, el abaste de una Fudziadian, a suburb of
manufactura que requiere una
and the principal plague
capasidad
de 2 mil toneladas al spot of Manchuria, is to be isolat
HAVE AN
REPUBLICANS
dia, de remolachas.
ed in the first systematic step toOPPORTUNITY
ward terminating the plague that
La plaza de Fort Sumner, en- has grown more threatening
With statehood achieved, the
muy bien la clase de hom- every day.
seno
republican party must take anew
A Russian physician who has
stand on and for the progres bres que habitan en ella; esto lo just completed an inspection of
mayoría
que
votos
de
la
ensena
sive measures of the day, must
Fudziadian, discovered three
decide the new problems that fueron dados a favor de estado.
plague sources in the neighbor
have presented themselves. The
Senta Rosa, y otras plazas del hood of which 7,000 persons re
republican party has been accuscondado
de Guadalupe también side. Corpses were piled high
advotomed to take the lead in
the streets and in the yards ad
cating wise measures adapted to dieron una mayoría enorme y
homes.
joining
que
encontra
fueron
plazas
las
the times. In New Mexico, the
week there were 1500
Last
party has an opportunity and a en esta condada son pocas.
in Fudziadian.
deaths
responsibility. It should declare
El estado esta asegurado y The government is sending a
itself unequivocally on the ques- prontamente seremos reconocidos note to the Chinese ministers
tions that are pressing for solu y elevados juntamente con los
abroad instructing them to invite
tion.
demás estados de la union,
the governments to which they
corrupt
prac
favor
a
It should
deven de estar are accredited to send experts to
tices act, not because New Mex- muy agradesidcs de que nuestro
the affected districts of Manico and its people are corrupt
territorio fuese admitido a la un- churia to study the bubonic pla
but to stop for all times the ion con tan buena constitución.
gue and apply means of extermin
slanders that were being pubation.
El agua fue puesta en la acelished broadcast even as late as
The government offers to bear
yesterday when an attempt was quia madre la semana pasada y
the expenses of the crusade.
made atj Albuquerque to use the párese que los labradores han
Associated Press as a vehicle for tomadí buenas ventajas: todos
13 THE ONLY
disseminating these slanders all están regando y preparándose
ARNICA SALVE
over the United States, an at para comensar en la obra de

A. J.GILLIAM,

Prize Offers from Leading Manufacturers
"Inventions needed."
Send rough sketch or model for
search of Patent Office records. Our Mr. Greeley was formerly.
Acting Commissioner of Patents, and as such had full chaii of
the U. S. Patent Office.
Book on patents. "Hints to inventors."

"Why some inventors fail."

GREELEY & MSINTIBE
INCORPORA.TED

WASHINGTON,

D. C.

When in

of Groceries, Dry Goods and Notions
Don't Forget

Need

SANDOVAL'S Store Has Them

A. Wright, Pres. and Manager.-

-

W. H. Hard, Sec. and Treas.

Fort Sumner Construction Co.
Buildings, Cement Brick, Blocks or Solid Concrete,
Burial Vaults, Sidewalks, Curbs, Gutters, Steps, Foundations,
Troughs, Tanks, Wells, Chimneys, Fireplaces, etc., etc.
If intending to build anything or let any construction work of
Fire-pro-

of

any kind, call on or write the

Fort Sumner Construction Company.

.I'

Her Career.
"Well, has your college daughter decided upon her career?"
"Yes, he has blue eyes, brown hair
and works In a hardware store.
Louisville Courier-JournaA

Hard Subject.

"What Is the racket about
Inner office?"

In

the

"The loud talking?"
"Yes."
"The boss has a new stenographer,
and she is having some trouble train
ing him."
His Wife, For Example.
"How can a man get to the front?
"How?"
"By keeping pushing people behind
mm."
A Good Suggestion.
When a man has tried unsuccessfully for years to attract any news- naner attention in this country, he fin.
ally achieves the results he is after
bv ruine to some South American
country and becoming a "soldier of
fortune."

Had a Poor Inning.
rePlayer Spalding
ceived 21 votes in the California leg92.
It
islature, to his opponent's
must have reminded him of one of
an
s
scores whed he had
the
"off day" In the box.
She Was Willing.
He (timidly) Miss Peachly er
Clara, do you care if I call you by
your first name?
She Oh, no and er I don't believe I should care if my friends had
the right to call me by your last
name.
Trouble Brewing.
"See here, Mr. Yankem," said the
landlord, "patience has ceased to be
a virtue in your case."
"Why, what's the trouble?" queried
the dentist.
"Well," replied the landlord, "you'll
cither have to move your 'Painless
else or
Dental Parlor' somewhere
stop hollering.
make your patients
The other tenants won't stand for It
any longer."
Shocked.
Mrs Bacon I see It is said that certain species of fish generate measurable quantities of electricity in their
todies.
Bacon Yes, I believe that Its so.
"Were you ever shocked by a fish
you caught, dear?"
"No, but I've been shocked by some
of the fish stories I've heard." Yon-ker- s
Statesman.

WEAK BACKS MADE STRONG.

LATE

MARKET
QUOTATIONS

Four Armed Men Watch Body of
.
Dead Scientist Leader.

DENVER MARKETS.

Cattle.
Beef steers, grain fed, good
to choice
Not Just Off the Shelf.
5.506.B0
Little Marget has the chlldlst trait Beef BteerB, grain fed, fair
to good
4.755.50
of curiosity, especially In regard to
Beef steers, pulp fed, fair to
the age of her elders.
choice
6.256.40
"How old do you think t am, dear?"
counter-questione- d
the spinster aunt Beef Bteers, pulp fed, fair to
4.605.26
put
Imper
the
child
had
whom
to
the
steers, hay fed, good to
tinent query. The little girl consid Beef
to choice
6.25iffi6.2S
ered earnestly before replying:
Beef steers, hay fed, fair to
"Well, I don't know, Auntie Alice,
good
4.506.25
but you don't look new!"
Cqws and heifers, grain fed,
good to choice ;
4.75(85.60
IN8IDE HISTORY,
Cows and heifers, grain fed.
Lattara.
orna
to good
fair
4.004.75
Battle Creek, Mich., Jan. 7, '11.
Cowg and heifers, pulp fed,
Dr. B. H. Pratt,
good to choice
4.606.40
Suite 1202, 100 State St.,
Cows and heifers, pulp fed,
Chicago, Illinois.
fair to good
3.504.40
My Dear Doctor:
Cows and heifers, hay fed,
'Owing to some disagreement with
good to choice
4.60(5)6.26
magazine several rears ago
Cows and heifers, hay fed,
they bave become quite vituperative,
fair to good
4.004.B0
and of late bave publicly charged me
cows and heifers . . . .2.753.75
with falsehoods
In my statements Stock
2.B0(ff3.25
Canners and cutters
that we have genuine testimonial let Veal
calves
B.007.25
ters.
Bulls
3.00 4.00
"It has been our rule to refrain Stags
3.004.00
from publishing the names either of Feeders and stockers, good
laymen or physicians who have writ4.50(3)5.35
to choice
ten to us In a complimentary way, Feeders and stockers. fair
and we have declined to accede to the
to good
4.004.B0
demand of attorneys that we turn Feeders and stockers, com
these letters over to them.
mon to fair
3.504.00
I am asking a few men whom I
deem to be friends to permit me to
Hogs.
reproduce some of their letters over
7.7507.90
their signatures In order to refute the Good hogs
falsehoods.
Sheep.
"We bave hundreds of letters from
physicians, but I esteem the one that Ewes
3.003.75
you wrote to me in 1906 among the Wethers
3.754.B0
very best, particularly in view of the Yearlings
4.255.00
6.256.00
fact that it recognizes the work I have Lambs
4.255.25
been trying to do partly through the Feeder lambs, f.p.r
Feeder yearlings, f.p.r.
4.004.B0
little book, 'The Road to Wellville.'
2.60(8)3.00
"I do not sell or attempt to sell the Feeder ewes, f.p.r.
higher thought which is more imporGrain.
tant than the kind of food, but I have
akeñ considerable pains to extend to Wheat, choice milling, 100 lbs. ..1.37
1.15
humanity such facts as may have Kye, Colorado bulk
Nebraska oats, sacked
1.251.27
come to me on this subject.
1.01
Corn
in sack
"In order that your mind may be re
1.02
sacked
freshed I am herewith enclosing a Corn chop, per
1.10
Bran,
Colo,
100 lbs
copy of your good letter, also a copy
of the little book, and if you will give
Hay.
me the privilege of printing this over
14.0015.01
your signature I will accompany the Upland, per ton
12.00(3-13.0printing with an explanation as to Second bottom
Timothy
14.001B.00
why you permitted Its use in publi11.0012.00
cation in order to refute falsehoods, Alfalfa
3.500 4.50
and under that method of treatment I Straw
Park wire grass . .16.00 17.00
feel, so far as I know, there would be South
Valley,
Ban Luis
wire
no breach of the code of ethics.
grass
14.5015.50
"I trust this winter weather is find
ing you well, contented and enjoying
Dressea Poultry.
the fruits that are yours by right.
23
Turkeys, fancy dry picked 21
"With all best wishes, I am,"
20
18
Turkeys, choice
Yours very truly,
17
16
Turkeys, medium ..'
C. W. POST.

The Wise Young Man.
was one of the
ablest lawyers in central Sew York.
A young man entered his office as a
student and was given Blackstone to
atudy. At the end of a month he
asked Mr, ffoxon what he should read
Black-atone?- "
next,
"Do you understand
"Yes," was the answer.
'Read Kent," was the order. In another month he announced that he had
finished Kent. "Have you read Black-ston- e
Dr. Pratt, who Is one of the most
and Kent?" said Mr. Noxon. prominent and skillful surgeons in
unyou
"Yes," was the reply. "Do
America, very kindly granted our rederstand them?' "Yes." "Well," said quest In the cause of truth and jusMr. Noxon, "you had better go at some tice.
other business; you are too smart to
be a lawyer,"
Chicago, Aug. 31, 1906.
Mr. C. W. Post,
Battle Creek, Mich.
The Villain Still Pursued Her.
Channlng Pollock cites a certain My Dear Sir: '
"I write to express my personal apmelodrama, produced a few years
preciation of one of your business
Ego on Fourteenth stret, as containing the busiest and most inconsistent methods, that of accompanying each
producpackage of your Grape-Nut- s
villain ever created.
In the first act, he tied the beautiful tion with that little booklet "The
heroine to a railroad track just as the Road to Wellville," A more approlimited was due. In the second, he priate, clear headed and effective prelured her in to an old house, locked sentation of health-givincould scarcely be penned.
her in an upper room and set the place
"Grape-Nut- s
on fire. In the third, he strapped her
is a good food in itself,
under a buzz saw and set the ma- but the food contained In this little
chinery in motion. In the fourth, he article Is still better stuff. I commend
tore the planking out of the Brooklyn the practice because I know that the
bridge, so that her automobile plunged greed
and strenuousness,
the consethrough to the raging flood below.
In the fifth act he started to make quent graft and other types of thievery and malicious mischief generally
love to her. She shrank from him.
"Why do you fear me, Nellie " he can never be cured by legislative acasked.
tion.
"The only hope for the betterment
of the race rests in individual soul
HOWARD E, BURTON, ASSAYER & CHEMIST
l,KAIt II I K. COLORADO.
culture.
Gold, silver, lead. SI; nM,
PpeMtnMi prif-a"In taking a step In this direction.
ullv-r- .
"fir; K'ild, TiOr ; zinc or cnppnr. 1
piiI on
MrIMur cnvelip(-!- i ami full prtc lint
your process has been so original and
i 'on ml
and umpire work
Itefprenre: Cartionate National Rank unique that it must set a pace for
other concerns until finally the whole
country gets flavored with genuine,
DENVER DIRECTORY
practical Christianity.
"I shall do all that lies in my power tp aid in the appreciation of Grape-Nutnnirr reair In all kinds of MKR-DUonil I't ILUU
IIANIHSK. Mammoth raíanot so much for the sake of the
los mailed free. Cor. ISth A TNake. Denver.
food itself as for the accompanying
THE M. J. O'FALLON SUPPLY CO
suggestions.
"Visiting Battle Creek the other day
WHOLKALK
with a friend, Dr. Kelly of Evanston,
riX'MHIXtt AND STEAM G001R.
for
heaifnir
residences Illinois, while I was consulting
Boiler and radlatora
with
General tenm and wabulldíiiK.
and puhllir niippM'-rt;
pipe and rfttlnjrn. pumps mr. uregory,- my mena visited your
ter wnrka
Hewer pipe, ceand windmills. Urans pipe,
hose, fire hone. fete. A writ 9 for factories
and came away greatly
ment. Barden Hyutem
oí Water Supply, inthe Kewanee
quirí ír our special pipe rutting tools. amazed, hot only at the luxurious furA'rlte Tor ceneral information.
OFFICE?
nishings
of
the offices generally and
IVAItKHOl'SKH AND DISPLAY ÍÍOOMH
COHNBK 1STH ft WYNKOOP 6TB.. Denver! the general equipr.ient of the place,
but with the sweet spirit of courtesy
and kindness that seemed to flu the
Whether for Business or air with a spiritual ozone that was
good to breathe,,
Pleasure
"The principles expressed In the
TRAVEL VIA
little booklet, 'The Road to Wellville,' I well know are practical and
The Denver & Rio Grande
they work in business of all kinds, including sanitariums, as will be fairly
Railroad
tested before time is done.
"The Srenle Une of he World"
"I know you will not regard this letIt will be to your advantage
and lessen the tediousnesa of
ter of appreciation as an intruding
your trip.
one. It Is simply the salutation of
The superior Dining: Car and
good fellowship to you from a man
Station Lunch Service is "Beat
In the West," and courteoua
who, although he has never seen you,
treatment la assured you.
feels drawn to you by the kinship of
All Rio Grande agents are In pothought.
you
rates, secure
sition to quote
Pullman reservations
and will
"The only thing that makes a man
gladly respond to all questions
lira forever in the hearts of his counas to train service, eto.
trymen and his race is the good that
Let us serve you.
he does. Your position in this respect
FRANK WADLEIGH
Is an enviable one and I wish to exGeneral Faaaenger Agent,
tend my congratulations."
DENVER, COLO.
Yours respectfully.
X. H. PRATT.
B. David Noxon

THE EASIE8T WAY.

The Modest Model.
The late Julia Ward Howe, though
a woman of very good appearance,
was extremely modest.
"She once posed for me," said
Boston painter the other day. "But
she hesitated a long time before consentlng. To urge her on I said:
" 'Don't be afraid. I'll do you Jus
tice, madam.'
" 'Ah, she answered, 'It Isn't Justice
I ask for at your hands; it's mercy.' "

Sd

Precautions Taken to Prevent Act of
Vandalism
Church
Head Believed In Admonition, "Pray,
but Keep Your Powder Dry."
Boston. The tomb of Mrs. Mary
Baker Eddy In Mount Auburn cemetery is being guarded carefully day
and night, to protect it from possible
vandals, by four armed guards se
lected by the directors of the Christian Science church In Boston. The
guards are members of the Christian
Science church and are known to be
of entirely trustworthy character.
Certain members of the First Church
of Christ Scientist of New York city
have protested agalnat the mainten
ance of an armed guard, but this is
being Ignored. The protest sets forth
mi
Capt Jack I understand that you're
that the action of the directors Is
comparable to that of the authorities engaged to one of the Bullion twins.
of Jerusalem, who set a guard at the How do you distinguish one from the
tomb of Jesus Christ They contend other?
Lady Kitty I don't try.
that the placing of an armed guard
shows lack of faith.
The guards work in pairs with two NURSE TELLS OF SKIN CURES
shifts of 12 hours each. It has been
generally understood that they live
"I have seen the Cutlcura Remedies
while on duty shut up in the tomb. used with best results during the past
This Is not necessary If they do not twenty years. In my work as a nurse,
desire to do so. If the weather per- many skin disease cases came under
mits and they prefer It the guards my observation, and in every inremain outside the tomb near enough stance, I always recommended the
to keep itlln plain view.
Cuticura Remedies as they always
Neither do the men take any meals gave entire satisfaction. One case In
In the tomb unless they desire to do
particular was that of a lady friend
so. Sometimes when the weather is of mine who, when
a child, was afsevere the guards carry their lunch- flicted with eczema which
covered her
eon with them and eat in the tomb. face and
hands entirely, breaking out
The men sleep at their homes, where at intervals with severer torture. She
they have at least two meals each 12 could not go to school as the disfigurehours.
ment looked terrible. I told her to get
A good deal of the time the guards
at once a set of Cutlcura Remedies.
while on duty remain In a small woodAfter the use of only one set she was
en room that has been constructed in
perfectly well.
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Hens, large
Hens, small

14
10
15
15
13
14

fl5

T

8

Cox, young
Ducks

12
13
17
6
9
13

13
16
18
7
10
14

Turkeys

19.

Ducks
Geese

,

Broilers, lb.
Springs, lb
Roosters

.

.

.

.'

16
16
21
17

Live Poultry.

Hens
Springs, lb
Broilers
Roosters

21

12"

Geese

13

Game.

Prairie chickens,

14.00
6.00
4.00

doz

Ducks, Mallard
Ducks, Teal
Ducks, Mixed
Rabbits, Cottontail

Rabbits, Jack, doz.'

....

3.003.b0
1.73

1.50

'. .1.001.2i

Butter.
Elgin

27

29
Creameries, ex. East, lb. . .
29
Creameries, ex. Colo., lb . .
Creameries, 2d grade, lb. ..23 (ft24
23
(24
Process and renovated
13V4
Packing stock
-

Eggs.
Eggs, case count, case
MISCELLANEOUS

7.90

MARKETS.

Kansas City Live Stock.
Kansas City Cattle Market steady
to weak. Native steers, $5.406.75;
southern steers, $5.25 6.10; southern
cows, J3.254.75; native cows and
heifers, $3.236.25; stockers and feeders, $4.75(55.90; bulls, $4.255.25;
western
steers,
calves, $4. 75 8.50;
Sb.256.25; western cows, $3.255.25.
Hogs Market 510c lower. Bulk
of sales, $7.85 7.90; heavy, $7.85
packers and butchers, $7.85
7.90; lights, $7i807.85.
Sheep Market
steady.
Muttons,
f4.00S4.85;
lambs, $5.756.15; fed
wethers and yearlings, $4.405.75; fed
western ewes, $4.00 4.65.

'92;

Kansas City Grain.

Kansas City. Wheat May,
bid.
asked; July,
Corn

9292c
4848c bid;

97V4!

May,

July,

Cash wheat unchanged to Vic higher; No. 2 hard, 96$1.02; No. 3, 95c
$1.00; No. 2 red, $1.021.03;
No.
2,

$1.001.02.

Corn

Unchanged to

Hc;

2 mixed,
2 white, 45Vic;

No. 3,

c higher; No.
No.

44444c;

No. 3, 45c.
Oats unchanged; No. 2 white, 33
2
81 32c.
mixed,
84c; No.
Hay Unchanged; choice timothy,
V14.0014.50; choice prairie, $12.00.
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Backache In most cases is kidney-ach- e,
and usually accompanied by Irregularities of the urine. To remove
the pain and weakness, you must cure
Do bo
the kidneys.
with Doan's Kidney
Dunlap,
E.
Pills. J.
Mo., says:
Kennet,
was
"My condition
terrible. I was in
I
II
bed for six weeks
MiÁSmy'
and could not move
owing to intense pain
In my back. My feet
and limbs were swollen and urine
scant and distressing. After taking
doctor's treatments without relief, I
began with Doan's Kidney Pills. They
straightened me up in a hurry."
Remember the name Doan's.
For sale by all dealers. 60 cents a
Co., Buffalo, N. Y.
box. Foster-Milbur- n
The Wlao Bishop.
To the brilliant Episcopat bishop of
Tennessee, Dr. Thomas F. Gailor, a
Memphis man, of rather narrow views,
complained about charity balls.
"I doubt If it be quite reverent.
Bishop," the man said, "to give a ball
for the purpose of charity."
But Bishop Gailor, with a saving
burst of common sense, laughed and
replied:
'Why, my dear fellow, I m sure, if
it would do anybody any good, I'd
dance the whole length of Memphis in
full canonicals."
Fame and Fate.
Fame came to the man.
cigar named
"I will have a five-cen- t
for you," she said, sweetly.
Fate followed on her heels.
"I'll make you smoke the cigar!"
hissed Fate.
Hastily the man turned down the
byway to obscurity.
Life.

Of Course.
"I see that the inmates of a New
York lunatic asylum are going to is
sue a weekly paper."
"Yes, and I'll bet every fool outside
'A grown lady friend was afflicted will think he could edit it better than
with salt rheum in one of her thumbs, it is edited by the lunatic inside."
and she was cured by the Cuticura
Constipation causes and Beriously aggraRemedies.
Still another lady had dry
many disease?. It is thoroualily cured
salt rheum in both palms of her hands vates
by Dr. Pierce's Pellets. Tiny sugar-coateevery fall of the year. They used to granules.
be bo painful she could scarcely wet
One of the worst things under the
her hands until she began to use the
Cuticura Remedies which cured her. sun is a shady reputation.
I have also seen them cure children
CI'RKD IN 6 TO 14 DATS
of ringworm.
The children's faces our PILES
druKKlst will retund nuiiwr If I'A.O
niiud,
falls to cur any cuso (J of Itching, DOc.
would be all circles and rings around
Bleeding or Protruding Pilen In to 14 duyu.
the cheeks, and the neck ,and after
treatment with the Cutlcura Soap and
Petrified creeds always have the
Ointment they were completely cured.
sharpest angles.
My husband had rheumatism on bis
arm and I used the Cuticura Ointment. It made his arm as limber and
nice, whereas it was quite stiff before
I began to apply the Ointment.
"Last May I had an Ingrowing toe
"For over nine yean I suffered with chronic
nail which was very painful, as the
and during thia time I had to take
side ef the nail was edging right constipation
an injection of warm water once every 34 hour
down In the side of my toe. I cut before I could have an action on my bowels.
the nail out of the cavity it made, and Happily I tried Cascarela, and today X am a well
man. During the nine years before I used
of course applied the Cutlcura OintI suffered untold misery with internal
ment to the part affected. It soothed Cascarets
piles. Thanks to you, I am free from all that
It and in less than ten nights it was this morning. You can ose this in behalf of
all healed through constant use of the suffering humanity. B. P. Fisher, Roanoke, I1U
Pleasant, Palatable, Potent, Taste Good.
Ointment.
Ten days ago I had my
Do Good. Never Sicken, Weak en or Gripe.
left hand and wrist burned with boil10c. 25c, 50c. Never sold in bulk. The gening lard, and Cuticura Ointment has
uine tablet stamped C C C. Guaranteed to
cure or your money back.
930
completely cured them. I have just
recommended the Cuticura Remedies
A
Is not recommended for
f
to another friend, and she is pleased
everything; but if you
' xxítxx
with the results and is recovering
R OflT nave kidney, liverwill bor
bladder trouble it
nicely.
I will gladly furnish the
Just the remedy you need. At drugnames of the people referred to above found
gists in fifty cent and dollar sizes. You
If anybody doubts what I say." (Signmay have a sample bottle of this wonderful new discovery by mail free, alao
ed) Mrs. Margaret Hederson, 77 High
land Ave., Maiden, Mass., Oct. 1, 1910 pamphlet telling all about It.
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How the Eddy Tomb Is Guarded.

the outer room of the receiving vault.
The little room is about ten feet long,
eight feet wide and seven feet high.
There is a door In one side. Through
a tiny square window fitted with a
slide the guards may look through the
grated inner doors into the catacombs.
Through an opposite window of the
same kind they may gaze toward the
outer door of the vault.
The receiving vault Is 25 feet wide,
about twice as deep and divided into
Some turn their backs on ordinary
two compartments.
To reach the principles to gaze at heavenly prosouter compartment one goes through pects.
a decorated double gate of metal. The
caskets are placed on either side of
Many who think they mean right
the long room with a corridor be- are riht mean.
tween them about ten feet in width.
The vault has a capacity of B0 caskets. Just how long the casket of Mrs.
Eddy will remain there has not yet
been determined, but the guards will
stay as' long as the casket remains.
"This precaution on the part of the
Christian Science church," Bald one
of the members, " is In keeping with
the usual wisdom of that body and
exemplifies the fact that Christian
Scientists are rational.
"In this world every sensible person
precaution.
takes reasonable
Mrs.
Eddy was careful and was noted for
She believed In fire
her foresight.
insurance and approved of every business and personal safeguard. She evidently believed in the old admonition,
'Pray, but keep your powder dry!'
"In the matter of guards for Mrs.
Eddy's tomb, every sensible person
will approve of it. The acts of vandalism which have in the past been
perpetrated after the deaths of noted
persons would justify thlB precaution.
"No doubt the directors felt that
they would be derelict in their trust
if they did not safeguard the remains
of Mrs. Eddy.
"The directors adopted what seemed
the simplest and most effective way of
doing it."
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For Infants and Children.

The Kind You Have
Always Bought

m.
3 PER CENT
Vegetable Preparation
the Food and Regulating the Stomachs and Bowels of
ALCOHOL--

Promotes
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Bears the
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Rich Kansas Negro.
Hutchinson, Kan. A few days ago
John W. Thomas, a negro, planked
down something like $10,000 cash for
a piece of farming land south of Hutchinson. Thomas also closed the deal
about the same time for the sale of
a farm southweBt of town for $15,000.
Thirty years ago Thomas went to
Kansas without a dollar and took odd
jobs such bb he could get. But unlike
the majority of his people, he did not
stay In the city, but sought the country and began farming. Today Thomas 1b worth not less than $50,000,
owns a couple of farms and some city
property, has a touring car and en
joys other luxuries of life.
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Anprffct Remedv for Constipa.
lion Sour Stomach.Diarrnoea,
Worms .Convulsions .Feverish-nes- s
and Loss OF SLEEP
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NEW YORK.

Guaranteed under the Foodanj
Exact Copy of Wrapper.
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INDIAN
STATUE
HEROINE'S
A few minutes later, gagged and to listen, to catch the faintest whisper
bound, the prisoners fell behind two that might come to him from the
Bronze Memorial to the Intrepid
of the armed guarda and at a com- white faced man at his side. Each
Squaw Who Piloted tha Lewis
mand from the king, given In a low passing moment of silence added to
and Clark Expedition,
He squeezed the
tone to Jeekum, marched through the his desperation.
there
corridor and up the short night of sheriff's hand In his arm, but patch
Portland, Ore. Recently, there was
steps that led out of the Jail. To Na- was no responding signal; In a
placed in
beautiful city park of
thaniel's astonishment there was no of thick gloom that almost concealed Portland athe
life-sizstatue of
light to guide them. Candles and the figures ahead he pressed near to Sacajawea, the famousbronze
Indian woman
What him and lowered his head again
lights had been extinguished.
durBuch
signal
service
who
rendered
words he heard were spoken In whis- and Jeekum pushed blm back fiercely. ing the
Iewls and Clark expedition to
pers. In the deep shadow of the prison with a low curse.
They emerged from the forest and the Pacific northwest coast early in
wall a third guard Joined the two
the last century. The personal history
ahead and like automatons they strode the clear starlight shone down upon of Sacajawea Is both pathetic and
A little distance off lay the
through the gloom with slow, meas- them.
I have been a suf
heroic. For the greater part of the
ured step, their rifles held with sol- lake In shimmering stillness. Nathan- western territory
ferer from rheumatism
traversed by the fa
Nathaniel glanced iel looked boldly at the sheriff now,
dierly precision.
two years, and
about
for
mous expedition, this Indian woman
over his shoulder and saw three other and as his glance passed beyond blm
have used many linihad
white masked faces a dozen feet he was amazed at the change that
ments and patent medicome over Nell. The young man's
away. The king remained behind.
cines which gave me no
upon
his
heavily
was
bowed
By
bead
Nell.
relief. A lady friend of
He shuddered and looked at
JAMES
mine told me she had
His companion's appearance was al breast, his shoulders were hunched
used your Liniment and
OLIVER
most startling. He seemed nan a forward, and he walked with a list
Was It possible
found relief at once. I
head taller than himself, yet he knew less, uneven step.
CURWOOD
at
person
that he was shorter by an inch or that bis magnificent courage had
cured ma. I think it is the best Liniment a
they
and
bottles
way?
given
two; his shoulders were thrown back, last
Shave In me house. I shall always keep a bottle in my house a. long a, I
came
they
with
step
steps
A hundred
farther
his chin held high, he kept
can get It." Mrs. E. R. Waliace, Morrisons, Va.
the guards ahead. He was marching to the beach and Nathaniel saw a
Another Letter.
to his death as coolly as though on boat at the water's edge with a single
Weans,
figure guarding it. Straight to this
parade.
Mrs. James McGraw, of 1216 MandeviUe St, Newin my arm for five yean,
I
Dhutratiens y Mapa C Krltasr
I take pleasure in writing to you that I bad a pain
Nathaniel's heart beat excitedly as Jeekum led his prisoners. For the
they came to where the scrub of the first time he spoke to them aloud.
and I used
"One In front, the other In back," he
Oo.)
forest met the plain. They were ta
Copyright 1908 by Bobbs-Merrking the path that led to Marlon's! said.
SYNOPSIS.
Aeain he looked at Neil. There was
For an Instant Nathaniel found himno change in the fearless attitude of self close beside Neil and he prodded
Tyloop
of
Capt. Nathaniel Plum
the
Marlon's brother, no lowering of his him sharply with his knee. Hla comphoon, lands secretly on Beaver Island,
head, no faltering in his step. They panion did not lift his head. He made
Obadlah
stronghold of the Mormons.
Price, Mormon councilor, confronts him, passed the graves and entered the no sign, gave no last flashing combargains
for
tells him he la expected, and
lay radeship with his eyes, but climbed
the ammunition aboard the sloop. He opening In the forest where
bind Nat hv A solemn oath to deliver a Marion's home, and as once more the into the bow of the boat and sat down
of
Pierce,
president
to
Franklin
Package
States. Near Price's cabin sweet odor of lilac came to him. with his chin still on his chest, like a
Nat sees the frightened face of a young awakening within his soul all those man loat In stupor.
woman who disappears in the darkness, things that he had tried to stifle that
Nathaniel followed him, scarcely beleaving an odor of lilacs. It develops that
I recommend your Liniment very
The Sacajawea Statue.
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papers in Guadalupe County; it
neatly on the hips that it needs no hotel, while immediately to the right
has nearly as many subscribers
support, and therefore the presence of and left are the places
into which the
as all the other newspapers in The Curtis Meat Market will suspenders indicates that the man's seed 1b poured for the rooms. It may
Is
apparel
a
work
cheap
of
the
reduce
price
tailor,
the
on
all
fresh
be added that some of the rooms are
Guadalupe
County
combined,
which Is certainly not aristocratic.
- v G,'a"d
Anrora, 111., .ays: 'I cannot tad words In tha
provided with balconies and that the vJmv!P?. MRtalrerto t;irr-- i my appreciation to yon for Having- Bold
therefore it must be a good paper meats. Mr. Curtis says that
me
a beautiful
suspenaers are to go, there is a flags bear the initials H. C. The whole
ii
I really iii.nk it , the most beautiful case I ever saw, and inch
tonYi. s TiVl
fresh
meat
your
increases
health. better reason than this, and that is in building Is a marvel of ingenuity and Brand, l shall glad to ,nve you any testimonial, u I thinlr. tha Lombardthe .ho.M
ío read and if you want results,
lead."
advertise in the paper that has The reduced price is to extend the trick of the trade that leaves a constructive skill.
Rev. Reo. Pcntleday, Pres. Corpus Christ! Collep-e- , Galesburn-- III., sayst "we are uslng- weak point in the suspenders
a place
the Lombard in our rollen torl. at Corpus c hriKti, and 11
pleasure to recommeud it. It
the largest circulation.
Don't be until the first of December.
that Is always breaking and annoying
is a beautilui Instrument with a Jeep. BWcet, rich tone."
Now is the time to get good the wearer until his patience is gone.
Luxury of French Prisons.
& fossil; advertise no matter how
J. W. Purvlaiire, Edito- - McN'.-iirnCounty Independent, Selmer, Tenn.. says: "The
Lombard fiaiio) in. s our m ,t anguín, expectations.
Last week I spoke of the Intelligent Its O'ltwatü
It Is not only rare beauty in
small your business or wants; steak at the cheapest price ever Then he gets a belt and goes without
tlriish. but the ten" is mini run,
aun sweet. Your firm has proven to be
suspenders, out of pure disgust.
He deputy who is hoping to Introduce the prompt and reliable in its dealms with tac." ricu
offered in Fort Sumner.
advertising pays.
Today
ould rather hitch up his trousers cat o' nine tails into France.
Pr-- s,
J Ernest Paxsori.
Parkersburir, Pa., says: "I must say that the Lombard
comes to light facts showing the lux
sent ma in beautif ul lustrumeu t, and a credit to a standard firm.
than tie up his galluses.
We are more than Battened.
ury
apaches
in which French
. inapp,
live
: rmor.il
But this article of apparel 1b not dis
uavter Co.. WaRhlmrtoM. TV f oaa. ow. ..
,i
i.
a
careful
a;d
rumor.
after
triii
ive
ue
uy
uurnipam
many
guests
are
when
they
of
state.
the
musical
the
of WaBhiufr- appearing
not as long as ready-mad- e
in.ii i, BLiiiKiig aeuina To :i
re'rat'dlcsb of price or make. Every oneartists
who has tried this
to
Is
a
The
criminal
is
French
taken
mtitrumeiit
etithustabtic
in
praine."
clothing Is the Joy of most men. The
its
suspenders necesarily go with this prison called Fresnes palace, and here
These are saenptos of ituntíretís ef enthusiastic letters
habit, since the kldllke adjustment he Is housed far better than any comreceived In every mall.
mon French soldier, though the latabout the hips is impossible.
1 am a good example," writes Mrs. R'LTBell, of
ter may have served his country ever
so valiantly, while the former has supMcAlester, Okla., "of what Cardui will do for suffering
.,.iy!!aLiLE!figgijgjjXP..Hav
Investigated the Lombard.
An Old Garret on a Stormy Day.
posedly done the reverse.
women.
We send the Lombard Piano to any reliable party on 10 daya free trial.
I know no nobler forage ground for
The cells are steam heated at an
"I suffered with my head and back, for over six years,
a romantic, venturesome, mischievous always level temperature, and statis- It may be paid f.r by easy monthly or quarterly payments. Credit will be
and although I tried everything, I never could get any- boy, than the garret of an old family tics show us that in a garrison and a given to suit any honest cubtorner. A discount allowed for all cash,
buuu, umu i oegan to taice caraui.
5
mansion on a day of storm. It is a prison each holding the same number
cardui has surely helped me and built me up and I
perfect field of chivalry. The heavy of Inmates, where in 1909 the conam so thankful that 1 have found something that will do
rafters and dashing rain, the piles of sumption of coal for the garrison was MANUFACTURERS.
me good. I feel so much stronger and better
OALESBUKO. ILL,'
spare mattresses to carouse upon, the 18 wagonloads, the prison consumed
than I have
in a long time."
big trunks to hide in, the old white 300 wagons full. So, to quote Clement
II is well to make up your mind before you are sick
coats and bats hanging In obscure Vautel, our brave
French soldiers
Geo the editor of this paper for further information about
tha
what medicine you. will take when you are sick.
corners like ghosts are great! And it shiver around a Are meagerly fed
i'.r,Kibard
Piano, and a special opportunity to get one almost FREE,
is so far away from the old lady, who with a few pieces of coal from time to
keeps rule In the nursery, that there time, while our criminals stretch themitrtie one will get tha bargain of his life.
is no possible risk of a scolding for selves In lazy luxury before a cozy
twisting off. the fringe of a rug. hot steam pipe." London Court Jour
There is no baby In the garret to nal.
wake up. There is no "company" In
the garret to be disturbed by the
Rice and Curry.
J 47
noise. There is no crotchety old unRice and curry Is the national dish
cle or grandma, with their everlasting of India. Just barely enough curry to
"BoyB
boys!" and then a look of flavor, and each grain when cooked is
You will be glad to take it when you are fired, misJie use of a eoodlaxatlve. to keen thi bowels nnon unit nnwmt h
horror! Donald a. Mitchell.
puffed up all by Itself of snowy light- food
from irettinirintn vn.ir c- - tam
erable and when life seems a weary grind. It will put
ness.
Small quantities of meat, or
The latest product of science is VELVO Laxntlv I loor c.,n.n nroi ....t.v.i.
new thoughts into your head, fresh courage into your mind.
fish, are served with the curry eliable and of a pleasant, aromatic
dried
th'o
.1 on the
. s wen as
taste. vivn arte
C use of the Clash.
If not sick now, at least burn Cardui on to the pages
t
k- -.
aaucs. freshlv mada of
"f erticacy In "
viri, andi !.is of the greatest possioie
indiecstlon
"What was the trouble between ter. peppers, turmeric, etc. r.
of your memory, so that when you are sick you will ask
""'"'F""'t
Tha west b Uousress. sick headsrha
i,c
' coucnatuienr.
Swlnton and his wife? Was it his iMMn
I
rr a.
'
BWIIBI
' rr. TroJ
J 11 1 J .I. mrh BS
H.M
for it without thinking.
m
1111
uu Ttraa. T..
mumu
mi .v,u anA
U
or
they
fault
hers
were
that
unable furryi but aeaaon by boiling It with a
If sick or weak, get a bottle today. At all druggists.
i a
to get along together?"
piece of salt flan, aalt pork or chickWrltt : Ladies' Advisory Dept.. ChaManooja Medicine Co.. Chattannoois, Tena,
"It's rather hard to decide. It ap- en. FoUahed rice Is a cheat, and
lor Special Inxtmctiont. and
book, "Home Treatment lor Women." sent free.
pears that whenever one of them kad eaten exchmlvely Is deadly, so should
an irresistible Impulse the other had by right and law be kapt out of New
an unalterable objection."
Tork.

The First National Bank
of

FORT SUMNER,

Capital and Surplus

strolled Into one of the larger downtown cafes. She spoke to the waiter
in that decisive tone which dlstln
guishes the initiated, and glanced over
the French bill of fare with the non
chalant air of a Parlslenne.
"I'll have," she began firmly, as she
plunged Into the sea of French dishes.

Reasonable
Telephone

Rates

8

CONTRACTOR AND BUILDER.

$30,000.00

AH kinds of Construction Work in Wood,
Cement, Brick or Stone.
Estimates made on

J.

request.

Address J. W. Hadsall, Box 204,

Interest Paid On Time Deposits

FORT SUMNER,

NEW MEXICO.

Your Accounts Solicited

I

Moise Bros. Co.

i

General Merchandise

I
I Groceries, Provisions, Notions, Gents
j Furnishings, Dry Goods, Boots and
I
Shoes.

Tracts
of Irrigated Land for
sale on easy payments
Several

I also have two
idences for sale at a

bargain.

J. 0.

The Real Estate Man

When
Ft. Sumner
call on
If out of
town write. Phone
Office in
National
Bank Building.

,

mi

Praised by Press and Pulpit

D.

SWIFT & CO.

,.
..
LOMBARD PIANOS ARE THE

BEST

-

IN

THE WORLD
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A Good Example

v"c

S4f

GALE.SBUR.G PIANO CO.,

CARDUI

The Woman's

Physicians Advise

Tonic
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LAXATIVE

LIVER SYRUP

Mites dislike whitewash.

NEGLECTED

Dairy cows need plenty of water.

GOLD, GOT
VERY WEAK

M

Mm

A Bad Cough. Tried Many
Remedias.
Restored
by Parana.

A high-gradfertlzer should
give satisfactory returns with toma
toes.

a

J

r- -

The average farm horse Uves most
of his Ufe on dry hay or straw and
oats.

Tena,

writes:
"I wish to
tell you what
P e r u n a has
done for me.

I was

very

The dairy cow is the foundation of
all soil Improvement and farm prosperity.

was

depend
Every dairy ration must
somewhat upon the prevailing price
of feeds.

Take care of the tools
I e k and
so
weak I could
All fowls require a bulky food.
so aro el be
up. I
The dry cow should never be negalarmed at my
lected.
condition.
"I had a bad
A log drag will shorten up a long,
0 o u g h for
some time and bad road wonderfully.
1 tried several
The condition of the live stock recough medicines, but flects the ability of the owner.
grew worse all
Work off all thé old "rough lsg"
the time. I
knew If I did fowls, but first make them fat.
not get relief
Mrs. A. 8. Ruckerw
I would soon Many a man has been lured from a
So I decided to good farm by some petty political pogo Into consumption.
try Peruna. I had confidence In It be- sition.
fore I took It and I found it was Just
If we Implant fear In the hearts of
the medicine I needed, for in a short
time my cough ceased and my strength our children, we may expect it to turn
to hate.
returned.
"I have enjoyed better health since
years
A nice easy milker Is a source of
several
for
taking it than I had
previous. When I see any one weak pleasure to the one who does the
and run down, especially with a cough milking.
t advise them to take Peruna."
Ask Your Druggist tor a Free Peruna
If farm dairying pays under ordi
Almanac for 1911.
nary conditions the better the method
I
the better the profit.
GOOD ADVICE.
Never again, says the man who
started with dunghills. Get a good
strain to start with and be success
ful.

Ferdinand She Is all the world to
tne! What would you advise me to
oT

William See
world, old chap!

a little

more of

the

Back, Then, to the Farm.
Richard Croker, during his visit to
New York last month, discussed with
a reporter the high cost of living.
"The farmers are all right," said
Mr. Croker. "It Is the people who Insist on living in the towns who find
everything too dear. In the towns,
you see, the expenses are as bothersome as the children.
"A little boy In a tiny flat looked up
from his drum one day and said:
" 'Mother,

Adam and Eve

lived in

Paradise. What was it like there?"
"'Like what it is here,' his mother
answered, 'when you eight children
are all at school.' "
A Friendly Tip.
are lower,
"Now that provisions
Mrs. Hasher," said the fussy boarder,
"don't you think you ought to reduce

your rates?"

"No, indeed," replied the landlady.
"I And it hard to pay my debts as it
ta.
"But," suggested the fussy boarder,
"If you paid in advance as you make
others do, you would have no debts."
CHEATED FOR YEARS.
Prejudice Will Cheat Us Often If We
Let It.

Tou will be astonished to find how
largely you are Influenced in every
In
prejudice.
way by unreasoning
many cases you will also find that the
prejudice has swindled you, or rather,
made you swindle yourself. A case
In illustration:
"I have been a constant user of
Grape-Nut- s
for nearly three years,"
says a correspondent, "and I am happy to say that I am well pleased with
the result of the experiment, for such
It baa been.
"Seeing your advertisement in almost all of the periodicals, for a long
time I looked upon it as a hoax. But
after years of Buffering with gaseous
and bitter eructations from my stomach, together with more or less loss
of appetite and flesh, I concluded to
food for a little time
try Grape-Nut- s
and note the result.
"I found it. delicious, and it was not
long till I began to experience the
beneficial

effects.

My

stomach

re-

sumed Its normal state, the
tlons and bitterness ceased and I have
gained all my lost weight back.
"I am so well satisfied with the
result that so long as I may live and
shall
retain my reason Grape-Nutconstitute quite a portion of my dally
s

food."
Read "The Road to Wellville," In
pkgs. "There's a Reason."
new
Ever rad the above letter! A They
Be upprara from time to timo.
genuine, true, and fall of bunuu

Sw

This re

This has been a banner year In
New Jersey for peaches.

Mm. A.
Kucker, R. F.
D. 2, Brentwood,

Put the broody sows In a pen by
themselves.

Treat the cow kindly.
quires no cash outlay.

Yearly
cow tests are becoming
more and more popular. Try them
yourself.
The dairy calf can be raised upon
skimmed milk but the ration should
be fed gradually.
In the mating of animals Individual
merit 'should receive first attention
and pedigree second.
You should never churn until the
cream Is of a proper temperature,
neither winter or summer.
Keep all stable manure In vaults or
pit, screened or sprinkled with lime,
oil or other cheap preparations.

Early breeding develops the milk
producing ability of the heifer and
good feed and care prolongs It.
In equipping

the farm buy nothing

but the best then take the best care
of It and it will last for a long time.
Another cause of feed lot unuthrlftl'
ness lies In the fact that pigs of dif
ferent sizes are run in the same lot

Milk Is made up of a variety of eleSunlight, crude oil, lime, carbollo
of
and ments, and therefore a variety
acid, pure air, clean houses
and feeds is necessary for its production.
yards, are cheaper than drugs
dope.
No crop will bring In better returns
More depends upon the right choice In the northern states for the time
In
the ground than
of kinds of fruit to set than upon any Is occupies
other one factor as to profit in the or- buckwheat.
chard.
Every buttermaker should have two
The management of the ewe lambs alms; one to make the best butter and
throughout the winter months should the other to help his patrons produce
be directed to developing their con- the best cream.
formation.
The grape is one of the surest bear
wood.
If
If you are in the poultry business ers, .as it fruits on new
right, it Is not tqo early to begin some are killed It puts out fresh ' wood
' '
planning for your breeding pens for and bears grapes.
next season.
Thousands of hens are killed every
year by feeding too much wet foods
No one can breed up a fine flock of
The greater portion of
chickens without culling closely. This and mashes.
feed should be dry.
often seems difficult, but It Is abso the
lutely necessary.
If your supply of clover hay is not
sufficient for the whole flock of sheep,
ntrnwhrrlnn nAAn1 Af.iA In th anil! save at least a supply for the breed'
the lime In hen manure neutralizes lng ewes at lambing time.
the acid; therefore, hen manure Is
harmful to strawberries.
To have pure bred stock should be
the ultimate aim of all farmers. Pure
thing
good
for the bred horses, pure bred cattle, pure
It would be a
chickens on many a farm to move the bred swine, pure bred poultry.
poultry yard and give the fowls new
clean ground to run over.
Every possible means should be em
ployed to avoid frightening and Irri
In an experiment made by a poul tating the ewe lambs while they are
try keeper last winter, 18 hens thr
confined to their winter quarters.
were fed milk laid more eggs than
100 (ed on cut bone and meat.
With sheep, as with other stock,
Pigs that are allowed to pile up better stock, better health and thrift
will come out In the morning sweat- will be maintained at a less cost If
ing, and be sure to be more or less they are given a good variety of food.
troubled with colds and snuffles.
A brood sow should be well nour
Where hoed crops are Intended to ished, but it is a great mistake to
be grown between young trees the allow her to become very fat, as a
ground should be manured freely or fat sow will lose litters or farrow
the growing crop will Injure the trees. weaklings.
i

Do you

burn or throw

out

egg

Neglected fruit trees are not worth
the ground they occupy; they are an
they
eyesore, and when
are a positive menace to the neighborhood.

nishes them material for the making
of other shells.

De sure to cool down each skimming before putting It into the cream
Jar or storage receptable. Then keep
It cool ready to ripen with the prepared starter.

In feeding the cows should not have
access to weeds or other foods which
flavor the milk and they should have
a supply of clean, fresh water, with
access to salt.

With dry corn stalks and hay for
roughage, one would want to feed
pretty liberally and would hardly expect to have the cows eat up this
roughage very clean.

ent high prices of grain and hay,
good shelter must be provided
so
that the animals will derive full benefit from their feed.

shells? It pays to save them and crush
them up fine for the hens.

Art In the Nude.
lady was very
The photographer's
preoccupied showing some samples of
One Thing That a Woman Has No work to prospective sitters, when
Right to Expect From a
d
individual, appartall and
Man.
ently from "the land," stalked solemnly Into the studio, and Intimated that
"I alwayB believe," he gallantly he would like to know what the "pu
said, "in yielding to the ladies."
ters" were worth.
"I suppose you always give way to
"Like that, S3 a dozen," said the
your wife when you and she happen photographer's
lady,
banding him
an argument?"
to
have
one.
OME, All the Cup and let the
"Invariably.".
Kettle alna-The farmer gazed long and earnest"And you never fall to relinquish
The cream and Sugar and Hot Water
ly at the photograph of a very small
bring!
your seat In the car when It happens baby sitting In a wash basin.
Me thlnka this fragrant liquid amber here that some woman would have to stand
"And what would It cost with my
Within the Pot, la pretty much the Thins.
unless you did so?"
clothes on?" he finally asked.
"Certainly."
Soup of Different Nations.
"Do you take off your hat when you
There Is something characteristic
Love may make the world go round,
get
into an elevator where there are but It doesn't always seem to be able
about the dishes of different people,
ladles?"
and In none Is this more marked than
to make both ends meet
"I never fall to do that."
in their soups.
"If you had secured the last lower
Italian Soup. Peel and blanch 60
large chestnuts, cover with veal stock, berth In a sleeper would you give It
of bread up to a lady who would otherwise
add two tablespoonfuls
crumbs, Bait, pepper and nutmeg; sim- have to occupy an upper?"
I have done It fre"Of course.
mer two hours. Press through a sieve,
measure the quantity of soup, and add quently."
"In case you stood In line In front
half the quantity of hot milk. Thicken with the yolk of egg added to a of a ticket window, would you be
little of the milk to thin before adding. willing to go away back to the end Eradicates scrofula and all
so that some woman might have your
Serve with croutons.
other humors, cures all their
,
place?"
,
The Germans have a national repufol"Say, what do you think I am a effects, makes the blood rich
soups
for
kinds,
the
of all
tation
lowing are two culled from a collecfool?"
and abundant, strengthens all
tion of reliable ones:
the vital organs. Take
How the Fight Began.
German Veal Soup. Put two pounds
Get It today In usual liquid form or
Violet I wish you would tell me
of the knuckle of veal into three
quarts of water (cold), with salt, pep- how to get this pitch off my dress. I chocolated tableta called BareataDa.
per, a carrot, onion and a clove to sea- have tried everything I can think of.
sf
Reginald You might try a song. PATENT
son. Simmer for four hours, cool,
and skim and strain. Reheat six cups You always get off the pitch when
of the stock, add half a cup of cold you sing. Judge.
W. N. U., DENVER. NO.
cooked vermicelli, a tablespoonful of
chopped parsley, a grating of nutmeg
and the yolk of an egg blended with
half a cup of milk. Reheat, but do
not boll.
German Tomato 8oup. Cut up one
pound of the breast of veal, add the
bones, one tablespoonful of butter, one
onion and carrot cut fine, two cups of
Seatomatoes and a green pepper.
son with pepper, salt and minced
parsley; cover with three quarts of
cold water, and simmer for three
Skim
hours, skimming as needed.
E.
out the bones, add a teaspoonful of
sugar and one cup of cold boiled rice.
' The Change of Life is the most critical period of
French Potato Soup. Reheat four
cupfuls of veal stock. Add ten pota
woman's existence, and neglect of health at this time
toes, peeled and cut fine, two sliced
invites disease.
onions, two stalks of celery, and a ta
Women everywhere should remember that there is no
blespoonful of butter. Add four slices
of stale bread. Simmer for two hours,
other remedy known to medicine that will so successfully
rub through a fine sieve, season with
carry women through this trying period as Lydia E.
salt, pepper and nutmeg, and thicken
Pinkham's Vegetable Compound, made from native roots
with a tablespoonful each of flour and
and herbs. Here is proof:
butter cooked and mixed with two
cups of milk.
cannot express wnai x
JNatlck,

WHERE

This fur-

To feed with profit with the pres-

Abiivet

Moods
Sarsaparilla
it

í'oirK...r.iRsa

There is much talk now and discussion In the creamery circles tp have
a butter standard Instead of a moisture standard, and It Is probable that
this will be worked out and In all
probability the standard will be flxed
at 82 Vi per cent, fat for butter.
A great mistake that many dairymen are making is the placing at the
head of their herds a bull of feminine
appearance.
In addition to having a
lineage of high producing dams the
a distinct masculine
should
have
bull
appearance about the head and neck.

if

Pinkham's Vegetable Compound
a

By Lydia

Mass.,"!

Lit

1 I F YOU have dined with con-Jastentment, you have dined as
well aa the Lord Mayor of London.
?

. Am tn M.klnn
.
.
Of the making of soups there la no
Any
onri mil thn vnrfotv la lpsMnn
thing may be used In the soup pot
nernng.
from "fish fiesh to good rea
The following are some recipes that
are unusual:
Ti,plru Rnnn-Pii- t
Into a antin ket
tie the bones and trimmings of a cold
roast turkey, with a quarter of a
nnnnrf nf lnan ham. Cover with cold
water, add a chopped onion, a stalk
of celery, a tablespoonful of powdered
herbs, and pepper ana sail uj btobuu.
simmop until the meat la In shreds;
strain, reheat, add half a can of corn.
and a little of the turkey stumng.
u.m.RnM ftniin. Cover a ham bone
with cold water, add two cupfuls of
split peas, and simmer until tne peas
are thoroughly cooked, adding more
water if necessary. Take out the bone,
rub through a sieve, reheat, season to
taste, and serve with dices or orean.
fried.
Beef and Veal 8oup. Cut fine three
pounds of lean beef and two pounds
of the round of veal. Fry in butter,
with a sliced onion, cover with cold
water and simmer for three hours. s
Add one carrot, four cloves, two
and a stalk of celery. Simmer
an hour longer, strain and reheat
Beat the whites of two eggs with half
a cupful of cold' water; pour Into the
soup and serve as soon as hot.
Vegetable 8oup. Cut Into dice two
carrots, a quarter of a small cabbage,
half a turnip, half an onion, a potato
and two stalks of celery. Fry In butter; add six cupfuls of water or stock,
Simand salt and pepper to season.
mer for half an hour. Serve very hot
with croutons.
Apple Soup. Cook eight apples soft
Add
in as little water as possible.
sugar to taste and press through a
sieve. Flavor with lemon Juice and
nutmeg, and thicken with a tablespoonful of cornstarch rubbed smooth
in a little cold water. When cool, add
two cupfuls of cider.

went through during the Change of Life before
Vegetable ComI tried Lydia E. Pinkham's
pound. I was In such a nervous condition I
could not keep still. My limbs were cold. I
had creepy sensations and could not sleep
nights. I was finally told by two physicians
that I had a tumor.
" I read one day of the wonderful cures made
flby Lydia E. Pinkham's Vegetable Compound
land decided to try it, ana u nas maae me a wen
1
woman. My neighbors and friends declare it
has worked a miracle for me. Lydia E. Pinkham's Vegetable
Compound is worth its weight in gold for women during this
nnHnd nf life. If it will helD others you may publish this
letter." Sirs. Nathan B. Greaton, CI No. Main 8 U Xatick,Magg.

15
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ANOTHER SIMILAR CASE.
Cornwallvllle, IT. T. "I have been taking
Lydia E. Pinkham's VegetaDie uompouna ior
some time for Change of' Life, nervousness, and
a fibroid growth.
Two doctors advised me to go to the
hospital, but one day while I was away visiting, ,
who told mo to take Lydia E.
I met a woman
Pinkham's Vegetable Compound. I did so and I
know it helped me wonderfully. I am very
thankful that I was told to try Lydia E.L
Pinkham's Vegetable Compound." Mrs. Wm. Boughton,
Cornwallvllle, X. Y.n Greene Co.
The makers of Lydia E. Pinkham's Vegetable Compound nave thousands of such letters as those above
they tell the truth, else they could not have been obtained
it has
for love or money. This medicine is no stranger
stood the test for years.
For 30 years Lydia E. Pinkham's Vegetable
Compound has been the standard remedy for
female ills. No sick woman does Justice to
herself who will not try this f anions medicine.
Made exclusively from roots and herbs, anil
has thousands of cores to its credit.
ga a Mrs. Plnkham Invites all sick women
tMaar to write her for advice. She has
guided thousands to health free of charge.
Address Mrs. Plnkham, Lynn, Mass.

I
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- Revolution of Family Life.
Girls may now honorably maintain
themselves and And scope for their talCertain foods known to possess lax- ents In professions and trades which
ative qualities should have a place in were once considered only suitable for
every dairyman's rations for his cows, men.
especially if dry foods are being
She may leave home at quite an
largely utilized In feeding them.
early age if the pursuit she has chosen would make the restrictions of
A visit to the big fruit markets
of home Irksome to her. She may travel
New York show that the most attrac- without an escort and go into society
tive packages of apples come from the without a chaperon, and then, as to
Canadians are also recreations, sha may smoke and play
Pacific country.
learning to wrap and pack their ap- golf and cricket and hockey, or, If
ples carefully for the particular cus- fond of a gun, she may shoulder one
tomers of the big markets.
and Join the shooting parties from
country houses In the autumn.
No matter how much of a preBut what of her home? Where Is
mium price is paid or offered for the effort to make the lives of her
possess
good
bone and elders brighter and happier? Where
calves that
fair stock, the farmer with his grand the wit and lively merriment of the
opportunities for growing grasa, grain home dinner table? Where the gentle
and several splendid forage crops, deference to the opinions or the
cannot afford to sell them.
wishes of her parents? London Times,

MTC
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ENOUGH

for the

BIGGEST GAME

V

Like any other stock that Is to be
One of the grei.t advantages
that
come from getting a catch of clover wintered, hogs will keep In a thrifty
on the light soils, is that the clover condition on less feed If they are proroots make humus, or decaying veg- vided with clean, dry quarters and a
liberal supply of bedding.
etable matter In the soil.
Make a small paper cover and place
over the mouthpiece of your telephone
to keep out the dust which will gather
and is finally breathed into the lungs
of the person who Is speaking.

CEASES

GALLANTRY

vmrngton.
4$
M

AUTOLOADING RIFLE
V

shots ! As auick as von can null the
Five one-totrigger and as straight to the mark as you can look.
n

'

Meeting a big 'un with this gun is like ihooting a hole in s bam
(rom the inside and if the first ball shouldn't stop him, he can't gain
a yard before he gets it again.
Remington Autoloading Rifle solid breech, hammerleo ejects,
reloads and cocks by recoil without the lots of an ounce of muzzle
energy. The only automatic rifle which locks the cartridges in the
chamber. Safest and best of brg guns.
.32 and .35 Roniagioa calibra. "Th Gun of lh. sane
Made in 2i. 30-3Carne."

laipect it at any dealen.

Cam laws fcr 1910 " mwiUi Aw.
THE ; REMINGTON ARMS COMPANY, Atañen 299 Braadwar.Nsw

"

York Ci

Contest No 207

Serial No 02493
Contest

160

ACE ES

of land
FOR SALE
60 acres broken,
well improved,
good well and mil!,
all fenced
Land is located about
four miles below
Abreu Ranch
between the ditch and
river
Inquire at
Review office

Notice For Publication.

Department of the Interior, United
Department of the Interior, U. S.
States Land Office Fort Sumner, New Land Office at Fort Sumner, N. M.,
DR. W. R. LOVELACE.
Mexico January 13. lyil.
January 5, 1911.
A sufficient contest affidavit having
Notice is hereby given that Patrocinio PHYSICIAN AND SURGEON.
u.
been Hied in this office by Altred
Garcia, of La Lande, New Mexico,
Office at the store of the Fort
Ellett, contestant, against Homestead who, on October
2nd, 1905, made HomeEntry No., Serial No. 02493, mde stead Entry. Serial No. 01542, for E.l-Sumner Drug Company.
Sec. 19, Tp.2
March, 3, 1!)08, for SW
Section 33,
and w
New Mexico.
Ft. Sumner,
N., Range 2ti E., N.M.P. Meridian, by Township 3 North, Range 27 East, N.
William L. Stewart, Contestee, in which M.P. Meridian, has filed notice of intenit is alleged that said William L. Stew- tion to make Final Five Year Proof, to
art had abandoned said land for over establish claim to the land above dessix months next preceeding January 28, cribed, before the Register and Receiver
J. T. Wharton, M. D.
con- 1910 and that said abandonment
of the the U. S. Land Office, at Fort
tinued up to June 10, 1910, the date of New Mexico,
Physician and Surgeon
Febon the 20th, day of
said contest arnaavit, saiu parties are ruary, 1911.
in Telephone Building,
Office
hereby notified to appear, respond, and
Claimant names as witnesses:
offer evidence touching said allegation
Camilio Lovato, of La Lande, N. M. ;
Phone No. 47
at 10 o'clock a. m. on March 2, 1911, Nestor Griego, of La Lande, N. M.;
before the Register and Receiver at the Ofelio Silva, of Fort Sumner, N. M. ;
::
Sumner,
N. M.
Fort
SumUnited States Land Office in Fort
Antonio Garcia, of Fort Sumner, N. M.
ner, New Mexico.
ARTHUh E. Curren, Register,
The said contestant having, in a first pub
proper affidavit, filed January 12, 1911,
set forth facts which show that nfter
A. J. OAKES, D. D. S.
due diligence personal service of this
Noitice For Publication.
notice can not be made, it is hereby
will be found at his Dental
In the District Court,
ordered and directed thai such notice
2

be givan by due and proper publication.
EnhiqueH. Salazar, Receiver.
Record address of entryman Melrose,
N. M.

Be-

fore United States Land
Offices.
Department of the Interior United States Land Office Fort Summer New Mexico, January 9, 1911.
On December 9, 1910 the Secretary of the Interior approved
a new set of Rules of Practice in
fases before United States District Land Offices, the General
Land Office and the Department
pi the Interior. These rules will
be in force and effect on Febru-

ary

1,

1911.

A great many changes have
fceen made in the proceedure with
regard to contests, and no con
test affidavits will be accepted on

pub.l-21-la-

5

Serial No. 02403

Contest No. 210

Notice
of the Interior, United
States Land Office.
Fort Sumner, N. M., Jan. 19, 1911.
A miffieieut contest affidavit having
been filed in this office by Judge F.
Barker, contestant, against Homestead
Entry No., Serial No. 02403, made
December 21, 1907, for NW 4 Section
19, Township 2 North, Range 26 East,
N.M.P. Meridian, by Charles E. Alexander, Conteste, in which it is alleged
that said Charles A. Alexander has
wholly abandoned said land for a perio i
of over six months next preceding January 28, 1910, and for a period of twelve
months next preceding June 16, 1910,
the date of said contest affidavit, said
parties are hereby notified to appear,
respond, and offer evidence touching
said allegation at 10 o'clock--- a. m. on
March 11, 1911, before the Register and
Receiver at the Uuited States Land
Office in Fort Sumner, New Mexico.
The said contestant having, in a prop, set forth facts
er affidavit, filed
which show that after due diligsnce personal service of this notice con not be
made, it is hereby ordered and directed
that such notice be given by due and
proper publication.
Enrique H. Salazar, Receiver.
Contest

Department

Parlors in the Mclntyre
No. 294.
County of Guadalupe,
George I. Lewis
Building.
vs
Ella M. Lewis
The said defendant, Eila M. Lewis is
L.
hereby notified that a suit in divorce
has been commenced against her in the
LAWYER
District Court for the County of Guada
lupe, Territory of New Mexico, by said Clovis,
New Mexico
George I Lewis, alleging abandonment
to
or
cause
be
that unless she enter
entered her appearance in said suit on
D,
or before the 1st day of March A.
1911, decree PRO CONFESSO
theuin
will be rendered against you.
Attorney at Law
Chas. P. Downs, Clerk
Hep.b R. Wright Deputy, FORT StTNER,
- - KEW MEXICO.
H. R. Parsons, Esq., Fort Sumner.
New Mexico, Atty for Plaintiff.
26t4

and

agents admitted to practice before
Politician.
A many-side- d
ure with a preponderance of. acthis office.
Arthur E. Curren, Register. ute angles.
JSnrique II. Salazar, Receiver.
d
Voter. A
figure with
a preponderance of obtuse angles.
Politics. The locus of a point
For sale, cheap, a brand new
cigar case with humidor and sev- equidistant from a point within
called election day.
eral boxes of good cigars. Ses
The Public. A negligible quan-it- y
Mrs. R. Beaubien, at the Pecos
having mass and density.
Valley Hotel.
Legislation. The shortest
between a grafter and the
RAILROAD.
CENTRAL
MEXICO
KEW
public treasury.
TIMETABLE.
Campaign. A
quadwrangle
From Santa Fe to Torrance.
Leaves Santa Fe at 7:30 A. M., going having four sides called the base,
the upright, the straight and the
outh.
Leaves Wil!ardll:10 p. M. going outh. crooked.
The four sides of a
Arrives at Torrance 2:EÍ P. M.
campaign are equal, for, if not,
Going North.
the upright would be longest,
Leaves Torrance at 2:35 P. M.
which is absurd.
Williard at 4:05 P. M.
fig-

one-side-

d;s-tan-

80

THE

Ellis

O.

Offers First -class

Work

in the

C. C. DAVIDSON.

No.

Not Coal Land.

555-01- 281.

For Publicalfon.
Department of the Interior, U. S.
Land Office at Santa Fe, New Mexico,
Notice

January

11, 1911.

Notice

ATTORNEY AT LAW.
Practices in all the Courts.
Special attention to land cases
before the U. S. Land Office.

Serial No 05555

New Mex.

Tucumcaki,

-

Baker & Pardue
ATTORNEYS AT LAW.
Do a General Law Practice
NOTARY PUBLIC

Fort Sumner,

IN OFFICE.

H. D. Terrell,
Attorney at Law.
Predices in State and Federal Courts

N. M.

Clovis,

C. C. HENRY
U. S. Commissioner,

4

FRANK N. PAGE.
U.

S.

Court Commissioner

Buchanan,

New Mexico

A. P. ANAYA
Piacticcs Law

before the Probate,
County Commissioners, and Justice of
the Peace Courts.

Fort Sumner,

New Mex.

HI LLthe cousin!
S3ETHEIUJ

tin
Ví

Painter and Paper hanger see
h3 line of wall paper.
FORT SUMNER,

NEW MEXICO.

AHDAU THROAT AND lüHG TfiOUGI ?S

GUARANTEED
O--

SATSFACTOGr
MONEY REEUNOED.

Barber

ALLEN TRANSFER LINE

I

Store.

Review Publishing Company

Telephone 18

Shop

Does a general Drayage Business

5osci.oor
fnrr

I

to lend our knowledge
and assistance
Prompt work assured

The

Prompt Work at Reasonable Prices
House Moving a Specialty
J. W. Allen, Proprietor
Headquarters at Fort Sumner Feed

Bal
r TBIíLBñTTif

We are always glad

J. B. Wilmeth

Palace

ANO

to the Review

BUSINESS DIRECTORY

Township 2 North,
Range 26 E.,
N. M. P. Meridian, by Emma Read,
Contestee, in which it is alleged that
said Emma Read has wholly obandoned
F. C. HASTINGS.
said land for over six months next proceeding December 19, 1910, the date of
Carpenter and Builder,
said contest affidavit, said parties are
hereby notified to appear, respond, and
Diss first clss work
offer evidence touching said allegation
at 10 o'clock a. m. on March 2, 1911,
before the Register and Receiver at Shop on south side of plaza.
the United States Land Office in Fort
Fort Sumner,
N. H.
Sumner, New Mexico.
The said contestant havinp1, in a
proper affidavit, filed January 12, 1911,
set forth facts which show' that after
doe diligence personal service of this
notice can not be made, it is hereby
ordered ana nirectea mat such notice
be given by due and proper publication.
Enrique H. salazar, Receiver. Corner 4th St. and Sumner Ave.
Record address of entrymar. LaLande,
W. H. Weaver, Prop.
N. M.
-l- ast 5
first pub

I

Why not give your orders

See him if you wish to make filing c.i
Homestead, Commute your filing or
enter a contest.
New Mexico
Fort Sumner,

Contest No 491

Department of the Interior, Un;ted
States Land Office, Fort Sumner, New
Mexico January 13, 1911.
A sufficient contest affidavit having
been filed in this office by James M.
Perry, contestant, against Homestead
Entry No , Serial No. 05555, made May
29,
1908,
for
Section 18,

e partment

New Mexico.

Contest Notice.

Jones.

KINC'S NEW LIFE PILLS
The pills That Do Cure,

evie

H. R. PARSONS

Market Report

filing a contest affidavit, must distance between two points.
show his qualifications to enter
Party Lines. Lines in the same
the land which is to be contested. plane which do not meet no matThe United States Commission- ter how far they may be extenders, Court Commissioners, Pro- ed in either direction.
bate Judges and Probate Clerks
have all been furnished with Political Platform. -- That which
copies of the new Rules of Prac- has length, but neither breadth
nor thickness.
tice, as have the attorneys

Patton

Harry

is hereby given that Mrs.
Gertrudes Márquez, of Salado, N. N'ex.,
October 18th, 19(5,
made
on
who,
or after February 1, which are
Homestead Entry No. 8555 012S1, for
made under the forms in present
Section
s 2 NW 4 and N 2 sw
14. Township 5 N. Range 2 E.. N.M.P.
iise. The new contest affidavit
Meridian, has filed notice of intention
must contain the following:
to make Final Five Year Proof, to establish claim to the land above describ(a) Name and residence of Jan 18-4
Fort ed, before C. C. Henry, U. S. Comof entryman
ach party adversely interested, Record address
missioner, in his office, at Ft. Sumnt r,
Worth, 1 exas.
N. Méx.. on the 8th day of March, 1911.
including the age of each heir of
Claimant names as witnesses:
ny deceased entrymen.
Cristino Chaves, of Alamo, N. M.;
of Salado
Sisto Valdez,
Local
(b) Description and character
,,
,, ,.
Escolástico Alarid ,,
oi the land involved.
,,
,, ,,
,,
Alfredo Lucero
16.00
Alfalfa hay, baled, per ton,
(c)
Reference, so far as Millet
R. Otero, Register,
Manuel
14.00
first
Jinown to the applicant, to any Cane
12.50
proceedings pending for the
.021-- 2
Sweet potatoes
,, lb
Contest Notice.
.01
,,
of title to or the use of Turnips
of the Interior, United
Department
2
Onions
,
.02
la'ids.
"uch
',,
States Land Office at Fort Sumnei N.
.05
(d) Statement, in ordinary Mexican beans
M., December 30, 1910.
Celery
doz bunch .50
find concise language, of the facts Potatoes
A sufficient contest affidavit having
100 lbs
1.75
been filed in this office by Hale P. Newfonstituting the grounds of con- Corn
1.65
port, contestant, against Homestead
chops
,
,, ,, ,,
1.75
test.
Entry, No. 1481a, made April 13, 19üá,
.75
Section 1, Township 1 N.,
for Ñ-(e) Statement, of the law un- Milo maiz heads ,, ,, ,,
Range 20 E., N.M.P. Meridian, by John
,,
eggs
Ranch
.30
doz
.35
a
der which applicant intends to
M. Miller, Contestee, in which it is alleged that said John M. Miller has
acquire title and facts showing
wholly abandoned said land for a period
Jhat he is qualified to do so.
of over six months next proceeding December 24, 1910, the date of said con(f ) That the proceeding is no t
test affidavit, and was not at said time
collusive or speculative, but is inresiding upon and cultivating the same
said parties are hereby notified to apstituted and will be diligfntly
pear, respond, and offer
evidence
pursued in good faith.
touching said allegation at 10 o'clock
A. T. & S. F. RAILROAD
1911,
21,
before
a.m.
on
Febuary
Frank
(g) Application that affiant
N. Page. U. S. Court Commissioner, at
be allowed to prove said allegaM-Time card for Fort Sumner.
Buchanan, N. , and that final bearing
will be held at 0 o'clock a.m. on Febtions and that the entry, filing,
EAST BOUND
uary 28, 1911, before) the Register and
or other claim be canceled.
10:25 a. m. Receiver at the United States Land
Train, No. 814 arrives
Office in Fort Sumner, N. M.
(h) Address to which papers
WEST BOUND
The said contestant having, in a
shall be sent for service on such Train No. 813 arrives
m.
p.
3:10
proper affidavit, filed December 27, 1910,
set
fort facts wnich show that after due
applicants
diligence personal service of this notice
The statements in the applicacan not be made, it is hereby ordered
and directed that such notice be given
tion must be coraoborated by the
by due and proper publication.
POLITICAL GEOMETRY
of
at
least one witness.
affidavit
Arthur E. Curren, Register,
1
Political Speech. The longest first pub
It will be seen that any person

Arrives at Santa Fe
P. M.
Makes close connections with the Bclen
ul-oat Williard; with the Southwestern at Torrance and with the
S. F. at Kennedy.
A, T.
C r.2
Dispr.
. .1 ; I.
.

r

E

first

Mew Rules Of Practice

PROFESSIONAL.

01542

Notice.

Phone No. 38.

To get the best of resu.lt
Advertise in the Review,

or Sale
60 Acres under the main ditch. About 40 acre
is in Alfalfa.
All fenced and only three
Write or call at
miles from town.
Review Office

